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SGA passes
motion for
early book
list release
By MIRANDA SILVERMAN

STAFF WRITER
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Six teams of students partici pated
in the 2002 J ohnson Pond Regatta
Saturday, Sept. 21. The winners
earned a free trip to dinner.
There were an assortment of
water craft f r o m the fantastic to the
complex. The residents of Alfond 143
stro ked across J ohnson in a sophisticated paddle boat, while the members of H.M.S. Prom Queen tossed
wa ter ball oons at their opponents

and the crowd during the race.
Desp ite efforts to cal m the large
crowd in attendance and the participant s in the race,Adrian LaRochelle
'04, who served as the M.C of the
event, was thrown gracefull y into
the Pond after the race was over.
It was a bea utiful d ay .and students who attended thoroughly
enjoyed themselves, ma king th e
Regatta a success by all accounts.

At their • Sept. 12 meeting,
Presidents' Council members unanimously passed a motion suggesting
all Colby f aculty release book lists
for each course they teach three
weeks before classes start.
The motion is designed to give
students the opportunity to search
for their textbooks at lower prices.
Presently, the majority of students
are limited to buying their bo oks at
the Seaverns Bookstore.
The motion has not passed
through the College Affairs
Committee or been approved by the
faculty.
The Bookstore sells approximately $1 million wor th of books to
Colby students each year; 35 percent
of those books are used. Colby
ranked secon d in a recent survey of
the amount of used books sold to 10
liberal arts colleges across the country, Seaverns Bookstore Director
Bruce Barnard said.
"We are ke enly aware of the
amount that students pay for their
books, especially since many students pay for their books with their
own money. Our goal with the textbook department is not to turn a
profit but to pay all our expenses
' Continued on Page 2

Cultural chair filled by appointmentover summer
By JON SILBERSTEIN-LOEB
EDITOR IN CHIEF

POO:
Coburn's ducts
cause terrible
stench in dorm.

Nathan Shinagawa '05, who was
elected Social Programming Board cultural chair last spring, tran sf erred this
summer leavi ng his post vacant,
The Office of Student Activities did
not hear of Shinagawa's intentions
until July,Assistant Director of Student
Activities Leanne Burnham said.
Shinagawa, who is currently
enrolled at Cornell, changed schools to
be closer with his family in Ithaca, he
said.
The SPB cultural chair is required to
be on campus by mid-August to partici pate in training programs. Burnham
and Director of Student Activities Lisa
Hallen needed to find someone during
the summer.
Hallen and Burnham fi rst called
Meade Barlow '05 to see if he wanted
to fill the office. Barlow wns the runner
up in last year's election and the only
other candidate, but he declined.
The situation was further compli
cated because SPB was using a work
ing constitution that had not been rati
fied.

TATOOs

"We discussed who we were think-

According to tlie working constitu-

ing of and asked if they h ad any ideas,
but they didn't," Burnham said. '

tion, in the event of a vacancy on the

Board that would impact membership
of the Selection Committee, an ad h oc
commit tee sh all be formed to replace
the member following another application/interview process."
Tlie constitution does not specify
how the selection committee is to get
applications for a vacant position.
To find candidates for the position,
Hallen and Burnham spoke with SPB
social chair Thomas Jackson '03 and
Student Government Association president Gretchen Groggel and vice president Jill Gutekunst,
Hallen and Burnham asked the ad
hoc committee to come up with a list of
applicants who might be interested in
the position based on their past experiences and interests.
Groggel and Gutekunst said they
did not name anyone for the list.
"Wo never had any input in the
process/'. Groggel said, "Leanne and
Lisa decided how the process was
going to go. They had already selected
people, The only input wc had was in
the end,"

"They gave me a list of names,"
Jackson said of the selection process,
"they asked me if I knew of anybody,
but I did n't know anybody," Jackson
said.
. Hallen and Burnham came up with
a list of four to five names, Burnham
said.
Of the four or five, two applied for
the post, Burnham said.
After reviewing the applications,
the committee appointed Andrea
Breau '03 in early August.
"I was thinking about running last
semester," Breau said, "but I couldn't
because I was in Senegal. But Leanne
knew I was thinking about it."
"I'm 100 percent behind the
appointment/ but I'm not saying the
process was perfect," Burnham said.
The committee did not ask for
applications from the student body via
e-mail because, "wc didn't think of it.
Honestly, I didn't know the Digest
worked during the summer," Hallen
said.

TOMBSTONES FOR TERRORISM

This week tlie Ech o
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Colby becomes first college to
receive governor 's award for
environmental excellence
By JON SILBERSTEIN-LOEB
EDITOR IN CHIEF

. Maine Governor Angus King honored Colby College for its initiatives in
environmental sustainability at the
eighth annual State of Maine
Governor's Awards for Environmental
Excellence Friday,Sept. 20 in Augusta.
Colby is the first college to receive
the award.
The College was given a combined
award for pollution prevention and
sustainability integration. The award
honored Colby's efforts to establish an
environmental advisory group, collaborate with Sodexho, the College's contracted food management company,
and implement the RESCUE Program
(Recycle Everything! Save Colby's
Usable Excess).
Colby has significantly reduced
paper, water, heating oil, pesticide and
herbicide consumption as well as food
and paper waste in the dining halls.
Tlie College has also increased composting and recycling on campus.
Director of Dining Services Varun
Avasthi, Physical Plant Horticulturnlist
Dale DeBlois, Director of Safety Bruce
McDougal and Director of Physical
Plant Patricia Murphy applied for Ihe
award Inst spring,
Tlie group saw the award as an
opportunity to showcase what the
campus Environmenta l Advisory
Group has accomplished,
"We've done n lot of things,"
Mu rp hy sold of tlio BAG, "but it's rare
we gel n pal on the back,"
After collaborating wilh different
departmen ts around campus to delormino how each was contributing to
environmenta l sustninnbility, the
group submitted two applications, one
for environmental stewardshi p an d
one for Inslllullonnl excellence,
Tho nwnrd selection committee,
composed of members of the Mnlne
Department of
Environmenta l
Protection, decided to give the College
one comprehonnlvo nwnrd for InBlllullonnl excellence.
"It's always nice to get recognized,"
Avnslhl snid, "Students nro our biggest
critics when It comes to environmental
Issu es, this will nhow them whnt we
nro doing nnd perhaps servo ns nn
Incentive for people to continue,"

ALICIA MACLEAY/ OFFICE OF COMM.

Dir. of PPD Pa tricia Murphy
and Governor Angus King.

"There's a lot of stuff going on," in
the EAG," McDougal said, "this will
add to the niomenn.rm."
Other companies awarded at the ,
ceremony included Bath Iron Works,
Pratt & Whitney, SAPPI Fine Paper
North America and National
Semiconductor. ,
King along with DEP Director
Martha Kirkpatrick created (he award
eight years ago to recognize environmental excellence among Maine businesses. As King's term comes to n close,
this will be the Inst year he will preside
over it,
"There me things I will certainly
miss," King snid, "and this is one of
them.
At tho ceremony, both King nnd
Kirkpatrick spoke of tho importance of
the nwnrd for Ihe future of environmental excellence in Maine,
"We must strengthen core environmental laws and speed the efficiency of
the process," Kirk patrick said, "There
is n strong regulatory presence, but we
must encourage companies lo strive
for environmental excellence, We must
continue to strive for environmental ,
excellence beyond compliance," she
snid,
"Wo can onl y go so far wilh n regulatory nppronch/' King snid / "wo nro,
borrowing the plnn ct f rom, tho next'
generation nnd we have nn ethical nnd;
moral obligati on lo turn it over to Ihe,
next folks in Ihe some or boiler shnpo
(linn wo found It."
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Th e Cdlby Ech o is a weekly newspaper published by the students of Colby
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Letters
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¦
i
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BOOKS: SGA moves to have
prof essorsreleas e lists early

This year's Elijah Parish Lovejoy
Award will honor the late Daniel Pearl
of the 'WallStreetJ ournal,Colby College

President William D. Adams has
announced.
Pearl was on his way to interview a
Muslim fundamentalist . leader in
Pakistan last January when he was
abducted. He was later killed.
The year 2002 marks the 200th
anniversary of Lovejoy's birth, and the
traditional convocation format will be
changed to reflect both this spetial
occasion and the posthumous recognition ' of Pearl, the Office of
Communications wrote in a press
release. .
: The award will be presented at 8
p.m, Wednesday, Nov. 13, in Strider
Theater and will -be followed by a
panel discussion, "The Perils of
Reporting in Wartime, Abroad and at
7
Home."
Syndicated columnist David
Broder, who received the Lovejoy
Award in, 1990, will moderate the
forum and participate in the discussion. Other panelists include Ann
Cooper, the executive director of the
Committee to Protect Journalists;
Noreeri Ahmed-Ullah, a Muslim
woman who has covered the war in
Afghanistan for the Ch icago Tribune;
and 1983 Lovejoy redpient Anthony
Lewis, who recently retired from the

'» . iiiaB^i
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NewYorkTimes. .

The Lovejoy Award was established in 1952. Only one of 50 previous
awards was a posthumous honor, in
1977 to Arizona Republic reporter
Donald Bolles, who was killed as he
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By KATERUSSO

NEWS EDITOR

Jeffery Katz
Assistant Professor Jeffery Katz comes to
Colby this year to replace Professor Emeritus
Brad Mundy in the Chemistry Department. His
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Tlie Bookstore may no longer be the only option for book-buying.

Continued from Page 1
keep costs down," Barnard said.

"The faculty are required to give us
a list of their books weeks ahead of the
start of the semester. In that time we
research to find the lowest price. Even
when f aculty g ive us their list of materials a few days before the start of the
course we try our hardest to find the
lowest price. In terms of students buying books online, I' m skeptical of
online book services because many are

not around for a very long period of

time. What happens if you drop a
course and want to return the book
and find out the company is no longer
in business?" Barnard said.
Averill Hall president Beth Scherer
'05 said the motion g ives students a
better advantage by opening up their
options to purchasing course materials ,
"I really believe that the decision b y
Presidents ' Council was a good one. As
things are right now, students do not
reall y have the opportunity to purchase books anywhere other than the
Bookstore, bpcause thoy only find out
the required materials n few days

before classes start. As we are all
aware, course materials for a semester
are very costly. The decision was
meant to give students the opportunity to shop around for the lowest price
for their books," she said.
"I think ifs a nice idea, but I don't
think it will pass with the faculty,
Everyone thinks that the bookstore is
this evil tiling that gouges students,
The book store is competitive; they
don't make money on the books, tlie
publishers do," Peter Brush '03, president of Sturtevant, said.
"I have no problems with the
motion at all , I realize that you might
be able to save a bit of money buying
books elsewhere, I can't imagine the
faculty having a problem with [tho
motion]," Distinguished Professor of
the HumanitiesJohn Weiss said.
"People need to realize that we give
kids the most money back possible for
their used books, We even have a USell program where kids can sell their
books in tho store and we make no
money, I think thnt when compared to
online stores, wilh nil that we offer, wo
win in the end," Barnard said,
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The late Daniel Pearl will be honored with the 2002 Lovej oy
• ¦
.
Award. .
. '• ¦

New faculty comes to the HiSS
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investigated criminal activity. The
decision to present this year's award to
Pearl was made by a selection committee that includes Matthew. Storin,
retired editor of the Boston Globe; Ann
Marie Lipinski, editor of the Chicago
Tribune; William Hilliard, retired executive editor of The Oregonian; Rena
Pederson, editorial page editor of the
Dallas Morning News; and Rebecca
Corbett, assistant managing editor of
the Baltimore'Sun. .
Storin, who chairs Colby's Lovejoy
Award Selection Committee, said
"Daniel Pearl's commitment to his profession , the drive and determination
that were hallmarks of his work, and
his unquestionable courage are inspirational to any jo urnalist. His life
stands as eloquent testimony to the
ideals embodied in the Elij ah Lovejoy
Award. We could not have a more
appropriate or deserving award win-,
ner.I only wish he were here to receive
the honor."
"The selection committee's decision
to honor Daniel Pearl with the Lovej oy
Award was a very good one. Pearl's
work and tragic death are certainly
worthy of this honor. And the panel
discussion will provide insight into a
terribly important issue, particularly in
light of the probability of a war in
Iraq," Adams said.
The award, given annually to an
American j ournalist for displaying
courage in pursuit of the truth, is
named for Elij ah Lovej oy, an 1826
graduate of Colby, who was killed
defending his abolitionist newspaper
against a pro-slavery mob in 1837.
Lovejoy is considered the nation's first
martyr to freedom of the press.

area of expertise is synthetic organic chemistry.
Katz received his bachelor 's degree at the
University of Pennsylvania and went on to
receive both his master's and doctorate at
Harvard University.
While working toward his doctorate at
Harvard, Katz taught six semesters of organic
chemistry as a teaching assistant.
"I wanted to teach at an institution that
emphasized both teaching and student research.
In addition, I enjoy the intelligence and eagerness
of the student bod y here at Colby," Katz said.
Katz is living in Winslow with his wife,
Heather, and 16-week-old puppy, Rosie.
"Besides looking after Rosie, a full-time j ob, I
enjoy play ing basketball, hiking, tennis and, of
course, dabbling in my lab," he said.

Department. Mandolfo was a visiting professor
four years ago, filling in for the now retired
Crawford Family Professor of Religious Studies
Thomas Longsfaff while he was on sabbatical.
This year, Mandolfo was hired as his permanent
replacement.
Mandolfo received her bachelor 's at California
State University in San Francisco, her master's at
the Jesuit School for Theology and her doctorate
at Emory University.
Mandolfo specializes in the Hebrew Bible,
specifically the biblical response to evil and violence.
Before coining to Colby,Mandolfo taught at St.
Mary's College in California.
Prior to teaching, she worked as a personal
weight trainer for four years and also had a career
in broadcasting.
"The students [at Colby] are exceptionally
bright. I'm impressed particularly by the way
they reflect on the reading in class," Mandolfo
'
said.
Coming to Colby was an opportunity for
Mandolfo to be closer to her partner, Cheshire
Calhoun, chair of the Philosophy Department,
she said.

Laura Chakravarty
Box

J effery Katz

DRAD SRYM OUR/THB COU)Y RCM O

Carleen Mandolfo
After a four-year Jifntus , Assistant Prof essor
Cnrje en Mnndolfo is now back on campus with n
full-time position in tho Religious Studies

Assistant Professor Laura Chakravarty Box
holds the first tenured position in the Theater
and Dance Department. Other professors in the
Theater and Dance Department have tenure, but
they were tenured in other departments.
Chakravarty Box comes to Colby to replace
Professor Emeritus Richard Sewell.
"I have bi g shoes to fill," Chakravarty Box said
of her position,
• Chakravarty Box was on campus last year ns a
visiting professor, x
Chakravarty Box specializes ia North Africa n
women's dramatic history . However, she also has
expertise in performance art, which she describes
as not quite theater nnd not quite dance. She also
has an interest In non-western dance,
Chakravarty Box received her bachelor 's
degree at California Stale University in Fullerton,
her master's nt San Diego State and her doctorate
at the University of Hawaii in Mnnoa ,
Before coming to Colby, Chakravarty Box
taugh t at the University of 1-Inwnii as a graduate
student and at Deep Springs College In
California ,
Chakravarty Box wns particularly eager to j oin
the f aculty in tho Theater nnd Dance Department
because of their "willingness to support [her]
Ideas for auricular changes,"

BRAD SEYMOUR /THE COLBY ECHO

Carleen Mandolfo

"I never pictured myself in Maine; I'm originally from Southern California. We don't do
snow," Chakravarty Box said. However, she feels
coming to a "liberal arts environment was a good
idea."
"I enjoy the students tremendously, without
reservations," she said.
Currently Chakravarty Box is directing her
first play at Colby, "I ph," an adaptation by Colin
Teevan, of "I phigeneia in Aulis" by Euri pides.

PHOTO COURTESY 01' LAU, t A CI IAKKAVAUTY IIOX
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By ALEXIS GRANT

.

ASST. NEWS EDITOR

' ¦ Due to problems in the ventila• tion system, Coburn Hall some' times reeks of excrement. "I remember first coming here,
•
i and I was thinking, 'Oh God, I hope
' it doesn't smell like this the whole
:&- year," Claire Jimenez '06 said. "It
,| literally smelled like shit."
1
Different theories developed
1 concerning the source of the stench,
i but the smell has nothing to do with
•' sewer lines,-Joe Feely,staff architect
i for Colby and manager of capital
t building projects, said.
In every residence hall on cam!
\, pus, there is a stackto vent leading
from the bathrooms the roof. Air
^
intakes
on the roof bring fresh air
I
1 into the dorms.
i;
Under certain weather condi! tions, the air from the stack vents is
| circulated into the air intakes, caus\. ing Cobiirn's hallways to be filled
!; with stale, sewage-infused air.
"Ifs an overwhelming odor of
i;
raw
sewage. It is absolutely repulJ>;
$> sive," Coburn head resident Amity
'j. Burr '03 said.
"Coburn is known as an antii;
i; social dorm because it is the quiet
1- dorm, and Nate Aiguelles '03 [felJ. low Coburn HR] and I have been
*; trying to promote keeping doors
'. open and getting to know other resr idents. A smell like this makes
^everyone close their doors," Burr
• said.
v
In response to the odor, dorm
president Emma James '05 began
the "Coburn Poop Petition,"
demanding the stench in Coburn to
* be fixed immediately. Fifty-five
* Coburn residents signed the peti> tion.
"It's the first ever poop petition
-.;
> in the history of Colby College,"
f James said.
'.
The petition was given to
> Associate Dean of Students for
; Housing Paul Johnston Sept. 17,
* and James reported that the smell

BRAD SEYMOUR /THE COLBY ECHO

Renovations to Coburn Residence Hall came came complete with the stench of raw sewage.
disappeared the following day.
To quell the stench, Feely slowed
down the fan that brings in fresh
air. Feely hopes by slowing down
the fan, the air from the bathrooms
will not mix with the clean air going
into the dorm.
As for a long-term solution, one
possibility is to expand the distance
between exhausted air and new air
by physically moving one of the
pipes. Another option is to connect
the pipes from the bathrooms in
Coburn to the pipes in Mary Low
Hall. .
"We are aware that there's a

££ If s an overwhelming
odor of raw sewage.
It is absolutely
repulsive.
^

brand new-stacks were put on the
roof ," Johnston said, explaining
why this problem has only occurred
in Coburn.
"People in Coburn occasionally
smelled it last summer," Johnston
said, but "if it was a significant
problem, we didn't hear about it."
"It wasn't quite as bad last year,
but it's unmistakable this year,"
Zachary Brown '03, who has lived
in Coburn for two years, said.
"There is great joy in Coburn
now that the smell is gone," James
said.

— Amity Burr
Coburn Head Resident

problem and we are addressing it,"
'
Feely said.
"Coburn was just renovated, so
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Katie Slemp '05, an on-campus
recruiter, said.
"The program has two real
goals," Slemp said. "There's the
immediate goal of affecting the children, an d there's the long-term goal
of affecting social change in the
nation."
"I'd like to see it up there with
the Peace Corps," on-campus
recruiter Elyssa Ford '03 said of
Teach for America.
Colby has a significantly higher
acceptance rate to the program than
the nat ional average of 17 percent,
Out of 29 Colby students who
app lied last year, seven were accepted, putting Colby 's acceptance rate
nt around 24 percent, Ford said.
Ford said both Brnkke and
Quigley might speak on campus
later this year.
Students who are interested in
the program should contact Ford or
Slemp or visit Teach for America's
Web site (www.tenchforomorlca.org),
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aside for the CBB Diversity
Conference.
"The diversity conference always
takes up a large chunk of the budget," Loverso said. Additional
money from his discretionary fund
will go towards the . conference;
however, he hopes to find additional sources of funding.
_,,
Technically this would leave the
SGA with $38,385 to sponsor various activities, such as Foss Arts and
Earth Day, throughout the year, but
SGA also has to account for its large
debt.
Due to various clubs overspending, SGA went into the red in 2000.
That year, SGA met with Professor
of English and Administrative Vice
President W. Arnold Yasinski and
College
Treasurer
Douglas
Reinhardt, Hallen said. At this
meeting, SGA and the administration developed a financial plan to
get SGA out of debt.
Loverso and Hallen will meet
Thursday, Sept. 26 to assess the current debt and determine how well
the plan is working. Loverso has
already paid $1265 towards the debt
this year. Loverso has established a
$10,000 cushion as well.
"We want to make sure we have
a small, but reasonable cushion to
prevent SGA from going into further debt," Hallen said.
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Nate Boland '01 works for Teach
for America helping disadvantaged
students learn about chemistry.
This past summer, Boland
worked with Associate Professor
and Chair of the Chemistry
Department D. Whitney King to
bring two students from Baton
Rouge, La. to Colby to participate in
chemistry research.
Boland's article about the project
was published in the American
Chemical Society Magazine.
"By sha ring resea rch experiences
with young students, we as chemists
help exp a nd opportu n i t ies for
them," Boland wrote.
Boland hopes to establish a
national internship program for disadvantaged students in the sciences
after his time with Teach for
America.
Other alumni working for Teach
for America inclu d e Crystal Brakke
'99 who works as a recruiter, and
Alex Qu igley '99, W ho taug ht in the
Mississippi Delta and recently
received a Fulbrig ht Scholarshi p to
participate in an exchange program
in Japan.
Tench for America is a national
corps of recent college graduates
who commit to two years of teaching in low-Income school districts
around the country.
"It's an admirable and highl y
Jooked-upon organization, which I
don't think a lot of people know/'

If s an
££ admirable
and
highly looked-up on
organization, which I
don't think a lot of
p eop le know. $W

After devaluating every club's
budget and receiving a $10,000
increase in their allotted budget, the
Student Government Association's
discretionary fund rose from
$16,500 to $27,120.
The increase in funds, along with
the reorganization of the allotment
has given the treasurer more power
this year, Peter Loverso '03, SGA
treasurer, said.
"'I do have a lot more power,"
Loverso said. In the past, clubs,
which organized after the yearly
budget was passed, received funds
from
the
' Organization
Administration Committee.
Although the treasurer ran this
committee, technically the funding
of each club would be decided by all
of the members. This year, the OAC
was replaced by the New Club CoSponsorship Budget, which is overseen solely by the treasurer.
"I don't think the treasurer 's
power has changed dramatically."
Lisa Hallen, director of student
activities, said. "The OAC h ad not
been working the way it was set out
to work."
Loverso said the committee
almost never met last year and that
Ed Jastrem '02, last year's treasurer,
had complete power over the fund.
Hallen said that this change is
also in part due to SGA's split from
the Student Programming Board.
The OACs committee was supposed to consist of the common's
leaders, but since clubs fall under
the jurisdiction of SGA, it made
sense to continue the split throughout all of its operations, Hallen said.
Hallen feels the fund is now
more accessible to students. "Part of
the problem with the OAC was no
one knew what it stood for," Hallen
said.
Hallen explained that Loverso
should be discussing all budget
decisions with the SGA Executive
Board, of which he is a member, and
she expects a full report of all expenditures at the end of each semester.
Loverso already has definite
ideas on how the budget should be
spent.
Of the funds, $134,286 was given
to clubs; $131,700 was given last
year. "I cut or increased [club budgets]
b ased on who severely over or
under-spent in the last fiscal year,"

_
Loverso said.
$10,000 was set aside for the New
Club Co-Sponsorship budget; some
of that money has already been
spent. Already this year, four new
club s have been fo rmed:Colby Men
of Color;the Pocket,which is a supt group for GLBiTTQ students;
por
Gathering in Christ Together, a religious organization, and the Situdent
Alumni Association.
Also, $5000 has already been set-
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Senate Democratic can dida te speaks to Colby about campaign
ByKATE RUSSO
NEWS EDITOR

Chellie Pingree, the Democratic
ticket for the United States Senate representative from Maine, is running a
very close race against Maine Senator
Susan Collins, a Republican. Pingree
came to campus Monday,Sept. 23 to
discuss her campaign with the Colby
community.
Pingree moved to Maine in 1971 to
become a farmer. Not knowing much
about the trade, she enrolled in
College of the Atlantic, where she
learned about sustainable agriculture.
Farming sheep led her to start a knitting business in the small town of
North Haven, Maine and interest in
the community led her to participate
in town council, she said. '
Pingree ran for the Maine State
Senate in 1992, as long a shot and did
most of her campaigningby knocking
on doors and meeting people in her
district.
Pingree won the vote by a margin
of 62 percent. She served from 19921996 and was the Senate majority
leader for the last two years.
Pingree plans to run her campaign
for United States Senate in much the
same way. Her platform focuses on
what she believes the residents of
Maine are thinking about, such as
finding well-paying jobs. This is a

Warn ers] still
kTkT
®
care most
, educaabout j obs
tion and health care.
They j ust want to
know if l a m willing
to take a stand. Of
course, I am. -»^
mrW

This year 's Student Pro gramming Board representativ es
were chosen through a selection p rocess, as opp osed to the election method used in the past. The selections were made by the :
SPB Selection.. Committee, which based its decisions on app lications and interviews with the app licants.
;
. .

J @hnsm~€f ospiin €®mmms:
Alanna Balboni '06
Jane Bargmann '05
Steen Sehnert '06

— Chellie Pingree
Dem. candidate for Senate
problem that Pingree said she believes
die residents of Watervilleknow well,
as they watched factories . like
Hathaway close.
Pingree spoke about her research
in health care, particularly in the area
of prescription drugs. Pingree's efforts
made Maine the first state to negotiate
prescription prices with big pharmaceuticalcompanies.
• "Many other countries do this,"
she said. "You have to be willing to
stand up,tell the truth and fight back."
Pingree also spoke about her position on war with Iraq.
"I do not approve," she said. "I
believe the President is wrong." Bush

Lovqjoy Cammms:
WWW.PINGREEFORSENATE.COM

Democratic candidate, f o r Senate, Chellie Pingree, second from
right, poses with her f amily .
has not made the reasons for war clear
enough, she said.
"Should we give the idea that suspecting is enough," Pingree asked.
"[People] have a misguided lack of
understanding about how we look to
the rest of the world," she said.
Although Iraq has been a hot topic
for debate this election, Pingree .

believes that her focus has not shifted.
"(Mainers] still care most about
jobs, education and health care," she
said. "They just want to know if I am
willing to take a stand, of course I
am.
Pingree was invited to campus by
the Colby Democrats.

This week Echo staff writer Miranda
S il verma n spoke with Kenneth
P agliaroli, tattoo artist and ad visor of
Wicked Tattoos at 208 Main S treet in
Waterville.

By MIRANDA SILVERMAN
STAFF WETTER

Birthplace: Rahway,N.J., 1951
Education: through 8th grade
Miranda: When did you open Wicked
Tattoos?
Kenneth: Wicked Tattoos opened
nine years ago. I bought into the
business with insurance checks
from an accidentand I have a partner. I'm not the owner; I'm just the
advisor. Everything is in my kids'
names.
M:Do you have more than one store?
K: We just opened another shop in
Augusta.
M:What mad e you decid e to get into
the tattoo business?
K: I've tattooed for years and years. I
was trained in New Jersey. I've
been [tattooing] for 32 years.
M: What type of training do you have

to go through to become a tattoo

artist?
K: First, you have to become an
apprentice, which is like becoming
a slave to the shop. A lot of shops
make you b e a slave for three years
before you can even touch a gun.
After you become an apprentice
you have to take a course in foreign pathogens and cross contamination and get a license. You then
have to work in the shop for
around six months cleaning and
sterilizing the equipment. Once
you start tattooing, you start very

ence of your life?

Waterville?
K: Imostly like the people. There are
a lot of pleasant people around
here. I like the public, and Ilike
giving them the proper service. I
also love it because in the winter
time, believe me, they keep the
streets and the sidewalks clean.
That helps.
M: What do you do for the communiiy?
K:Ilove helpingpeople. I help people

CLASSY UMO ek SHUTTLE
Colby's preferred transit provider
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Elizabeth Brown "05
Jennifer Coliflores '06
Dori Ellowitch '06
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Kenneth Pagliaroli , tattoo art ist and advisor of Wicked Tattoos.

We have people coming in here

by giving them tattoos and Wicked
Tattoos always gives donations to
many charities.
M: How many tattoos do you have?
K:Seven.
M: Any advice to people.about getting tattoos?
K:Ialways tell people to research getting a tattoo 100 percent, and that if
you go into a tattoo parlor and you
feel that something isn't right, for
any reason at all if you're unsure,
just walk away. I mean, if the
process doesn't look like a hospital
procedure, don't do it. Hepatitis B
and AIDS are out there and people
have to be careful.

Carreau Mueller '05
Heidi Packard '03
Kelly Wheaton '05

Mary L&w CQmm&nss

By EMMA McCANDLESS

small, like flowers, and work your
way up to bigger tattoos. I teach
tattooing and I have artists here
that have already won trophies
and awards.
M: Whaf s the biggest challenge to
running a tattoo parlor?
K: Keeping everything sterilized and
clean. Ifs like a doctor's office in
here. We buy our needles pre-sterilized, but we still have to sterilize
the surgical stainless steel tubes
with a chemical for 55 minutes at
280 degrees. You also have to have
specialtesting done on your cleaning machines every month.
M:What has been the greatest experiK: The greatest experience of my life
is watching my children grow up
and learn this trade. I have a 6year-old that already draws and a
15-year-old that's heavily into
sports.
M: Who do you look up to in life?
K: God and my father,
M: What do you like about living in

Sabrina De Abreu '06
Whitney Johnson '05
Caitliri McCusker '05

Madeline Horwitz '06
Kristen O'Connor '06
Michael Skarinka '06 '

New Christian fellowship'
group form ed at Colby

Wicked Tattoos

Intown

Rachel Walton '06
Ellen Weaver '05
Christopher Zeien '03

from all over with infected tattoos

and piercings that we fix because

w.e know the proper way to do the
procedure. Thaf s why we have a
24-hour number that you can call
in an emergency and we will open
up the shop and treat you. ¦
At Wicked Tattoos we have a lifetime warrantee on all of our tattoos
and piercings. If it gets infected, or
if a dog j umps up and knocks
someone's.piercing, we w il fix the
problem and replace the tattoo or
piercing for free. We're the only
place around that does that, We'll
bend over backwards for people,

The creation of a new religious
group on campus defies the Princeton
Review analysis that Colby students
"ignore God on a regular basis."
Gathering in Christ Together (GICT),
originally named the Cornerstone
Student Fellowship, is a liberal-tomainline Protestant group started by
Ben Davis '05.
"Protestantism is, an extremely
diverse segment of Christianity,"Davis
said. "As such, ifs really hard for one
group to fit all the needs of all the
Protestants on campus. Perspectives
on God vary so greatly .that it all can't
really be ,-encompa ssed under, the
umbrella of one group."
GICT strives to be as encompassing
as possible.
"We have a whole run of Christian
beliefs," Karen Prager '04, a member of
GICT, said. "We have real liberal, real
conservative and really off the scale. It
makes our group anincredible forum
of diverse beliefs."
Davis changed the group's name
frpm Cornerstone Student Fellowship
because he discovered the word "cornerstone" was part of the name of a
well-known fundamentalist group.
"Our key focus is creating a community where people can come, be
struggling, and have support in their
journey," Davis said. "No matter what
you're doing or where you're coming
from, you can come to the group and
feel loved,"
GICT is not meant to compete with
or replace the established Protestant
group on campus, Colby Christian
Fellowship, Davis said,
"Ican't make comparisons," Davis
said of the differences between the two

groups. "I can only state positively
what the mission of [GICT] is, which
doesn't reflect on any other religious
group on campus."
Davis said GICT's mission is to give
students "a place where they could be
nurtured, where they could be challenged to grow."
"GICT members come from many

fV" The f irst 7
^
night, I talkid ,
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being like the early 7
Christians having ;y
worship in p eop le's ;
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— Karen Prager '04
GICT member ,
different backgrounds with widely

varying beliefs, but everyone is made

to feel welcome,"Miranda Bertram '04,
a member of the group, said,
"I think the best thing about our fellowship is that ifs so small," Prager
said. "The first night, I talked in
prayers about us being like the early
Christians having worship in people,'s(
basements. Meeting in the basement orx
Pierce with j ust a few people and a gui- .
tar has really felt like that."
"The smallness allows for open
conversations, knowing everyone
there is a friend who cares what you're
saying," Bertram said.
GICT meets Thursdays at 7 p.m. in
the basement of Pierce. All are welcome to attend.
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Editorials .

A bone worth picking

Terrorism Acknowledged

It's good Andrea Breau * '03 is. doing a yeoman's job as Social
Programming Board cultural chair, because if she wasn't, we'd really have
a bone to pick with the Office of Student Activities.As it stands, we still
have a bone to pick if s just not a femur.
In effect, the Office of Student Activities usurped the power of the vote
from the student body by arbitrarily selecting a group of students they
thought were good for the job.
The SPB working constitution does not specify how the selection committee is to seek out applicants. However, because it does not and because
the constitution is not ratified, it seems all the more plausible to expect
Lisa Hallen and Leanne Burnham would interpret the constitution in the
student bod y's favor. Instead, they went about the appointment with no
intention of telling the student body. No efforts were made to notify students during the summer or after.
Hallen and Burnham claim, because they are not oh the Digest of
General Announcements, they were unaware it worked during the summer. It is understandable that Hallen and Burnham did not know the status of the Digest, but it is careless that they did not think to ask. That neither Hallen nor Burnham thought to include the student body in the decision when it could have been easily done shows a carelessness tantamount
to negligence.
SPB Social Chair Thomas Jackson, Student Government Association
president Gretchen Groggel and vice president Jill Gutekunst should have
contacted the student body to. ask for input. Surely they knew the Digest
worked during the summer; several e-mails had been sent out on the
Digest by mid-July.Did they not because they thought their representation
was enough? Then why did they not suggest anyone? Was it because they
didn't think the issue was important enough to contact the student body?
Then why are students given the opportunity to vote during the spring?
We elected these students to represent us and they did not think to seek
input from their fellow students, the very bloodline of the body that voted
them into office. Because we cannot count on our student leaders to represent us, the SPB constitution must be changed so the process for selecting student leaders is made more clear and democratic.
After a scathing editorial it is best to try and end on a high note, but it
seems difficult. Breau is doing good job in office and so is Jackson. Groggel
and Gutekunst are working to pass platforms (though their efforts seem to
be failing) and the minutes and voting records of Presidents' Council are
online (but credit for that goes to last year's Presidents' Council).
As the end of September approaches, it seems late to write, "what a bad
start to the year." Instead, it seems more appropriate to ask will it be this
lackluster all year?

In response to the Bush
Administrations political., rhetoric
regarding terrorism, a group of concerned Colby students felt it necessary
to expand and critique the contemporary conceptions of terrorism as perpetuated by mass media. On
Wednesday, Sept. 18, these students
erected a . monument in commemoration of terrorist acts worldwide.
Each gravestone represents a specific incident where innocent lives
were lost due to political motives at
the hands of state-sponsored, international, or independent actors.
One purpose of this monument is
to instigate discussion and " critical
analysis of contemporary perceptions
of terrorism and what we include and
exclude from the definition. This consequential exclusion of specific acts of
terrorism does not disregard tlie pain
endured by the victims of terrorist acts
not included in the monument. Thus
one headstone is devoted to those
unrecognized events in order to
memorialize the countless anonymous
lives lost from political violence.
The students hoped this event
would be well-received by the campus
and embraced as an act of compassion
toward those throughout the world
affected by such pain and terror daily.
—Emily Posner '03 and
Jacoby Ballard '03

C.W. Bassett
The Echo has a variety of audiences, though clearly the student
body is its primary focus. But the
faculty reads it sporadically, and
*.copies are sent to subscribing par* ents and alumni. And the newspaper slips randomly into the hands
of complainers (to whom it is sent
by outraged parents and/ or
adults of the anti-beer persuasion).
That last assertion rings particularly true for me: I was buying a
12-pack of Shipyard's "Captain's
Collection" at Shaw's (they never
^
•'
card me) when an extremely nice
1 woman approached and told me
how much she had enjoy ed my
"Friends" column on Big' Ears. It
made her appreciate her own "Big
Ears." Modest to the core, I offered
to buy her a carbonated malt beverage, but she was in a hurry. Most
women are when I offer to buy
if them a beer.
. All of this stuff, however, is
lead ing up to audience understanding of Echo news. Sometimes
the very students themselves
don't get it: e.g., the "modesty
panel." None of the pictured
undergrads on the Street knew
what it was, I didn't know what it
was. No one I asked knew what it
jj was, although several a nswers
were hilarious. But the Echoalways on the nlertT-explained.
The modesty panel is a piece of
compatibly sta i ned wood attached
•

to the bottom of the desk-tables in
Olin 1, Lovejoy 100 and IVliller 14.
Its purpose: to shield the nether
parts of female students from the
eyes of people iii the front of the
room. Modesty in spades. Then I
had a horrible realization: who
st and s up there in front 90 percent
of the time? My lord, I do. The
modesty panel was designed for
me. And all those other peeky
profs.

Wowl Echo readers are certain
that I'm a peeker. Actually,Inever
noticed the immodest nature of
those classrooms, but if the panels
make students more comfortable,
tack 'em on. They're a small price
to pay for modesty.
But how about that other serious stuff on date rape iii last

week's edition? How about those
toads who apparently "went

ahead," using the rationale that
"She didn't say no." Did she say
yes, you moron? You need a chart
to tell? You do need serious modesty lessons. I'll bet you watch half
a Mass on TV so you don 't have to
get dressed by 4:30 p.m. on
¦ v
Sundays.
Still, Ialso don't know who
Lara Flynn Boyle is. And who are
the Gypsy Kings (I have heard of
the Buena Vista Social Club)? In
the beer review—I'm a little skeptical of their opinions, but they
have led me to some nice, nice
stuff—someone asks, "Does this
come in 40's"? Forty oz. bottles?
Who cares? If one is experimenting, buy a 12-oz. bottle or ask the
barten der for a little glass. If you
like It, buy a six-pack. Forty oz.

Continued ori Page 6
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By JULIA BERMAN

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
At Boston University, many students and faculty members have justifiably taken a public stance against the actions
of current college president John Silber.
For years, he has been dedicated to education reform for
both BU and Massachusetts. Silber, for example, is responsible for the heightened standard s for students and teachers
measured by tlie new MCAS tests.
While many would classify Silber's efforts as valiant, the
students at BU are less than thrilled with the policies he
'
enforces.
Last March, BU introduced new dorm rules, This fall,
Silber ha s been considering a dmittingfewer females to even
out the male-female ratio. Silber wants to prevent ruining,
"...the character of men who find that they're very attractive
because there are two women looking for each man on the
campus," Silber said to the Boston Globe.
Silber's opinions nnd policies inflict outdated regulations
on a youth that longs for adult responsibility,
As a resident of Massachusetts, I experienced the
changes wrought by the "Silber administration" with two
years of MCAS testing nnd increased hours in the classroom,
While the tests do not function ns tools for bettering the education system, thoy have the potential to do some good for
the public schools. Mnssnchusetts needs someone to shake
things up and force some improvement.

$'ii$$
»
'

Unfortunately, Silber does not know where to draw the
line between children and adults. Silber feels that students
should not have to deal with their roommates bringing a
sexualpartner back to the dorm, hence the strict enforcement of dorm curfews.
Should making the decision to receive a higher education
force youngpeople to waive their right to freedom? Having
guests is not usually about having sex, it is about having
friends. When it comes down to sex, students, as adults,
need to learn how to communicate with roommates instead
of relying on higher powers to regulate their lives,
"It is completely ridiculous that we can't go into the
dorms after 1a.m. There are guards at every door that check
your cards so you really can't go anywhere, except back to
your own room, We're in college now and don't need
babysitters," Michelle Iodice, a first-year student at BU, said.
As for tlie issue of gender ratio, Iodice said, Silber's
"opinion just seems really old-fashioned. I have no problem
with more men here, but Idon't think the ratio is causing
nny problems. It seems like Silber is trying to change things
that really don't need changing."
Denying worthy female applicants admission to Boston
University is a harsh and futile measure toward stifling the
male ego on the DU campus, Tlie number of women alone
cannot be held responsible for a man getting more dates
than nn average ind ividual of his cnliber, Besides, I nm confident the womon on the BU campu s share the internntionnl
view thnt all the good ones are unnvnilnble.
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—Ali Grenert '05 and p' .
Marisa Sowles '05 7
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Cpntinued on Page 6

Bad guys
with bread
knives
By JULIE BLOSSOM
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Starving, as I usually am midway
through my plane journey from New
Mexico to Maine, I hopped off my
plane .in Chicago eager to find something to satiate my hunger. Little did I
know this everyday urge would lead
me to an astonishing revelation.
Just a little later, I w;as quietly
munching oit a tuna sandwich near
the jet way musing, as I am sure countless travelers do, on the incidents that
occurred last September and how airports, and indeed the world of travel,
have changed since.
Sinking my teeth into layers of
tuna-tomato bliss, my thoughts turned
to the weapon that had brought the
United States, forgive me, crashingto a,
halt. The knife.
The thought had struck me before!
(ifs hard to escape this thought when!
you are manhandled for every piece of.
metal on your bod y) controlling!
knives in airports must be a tedious!
and difficult task. This time, I believe!
the mayonnaise dripping out of my!
sandwich may have spurred the',
thought. Just how did that mayo get;
on to the bread? An even more fright-!
ening thought: how was my bread so|
accurately sliced? Iwill cease here, lest;
Iconjure up nightmarish images of;
masked beings darting underneath ;
airplanes wielding bread knives.
I had noted with passing interest]
while Iwas awaiting my sandwich;
that at that particular airport deli,
there was a large apparatus w i th many'
swooshing blades cutting loaves of
bread, which rolled by on a conveyor!
belt.

(

¦ •

!

I didn't think much of it at the time!
as my stomach was screaming at me,!
but now...of coursel It makes perfect,
sense! Tlie entire food industry in airports must have boon revolutionized
since Sept, 11 so as not to provide
lethnl weapons to travelers!

Continued on Page 6
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because I've done that.
One hopes that the challenges and
obstacles one has to overcome are
outweighed by the tremendous benefits of living,'working and studying in
a new, diverse atmosphere.
.Secondly,there is so much one can
learn from diversity: learning about
different parts of the world, about
their cultures and their problems,
speaking a different language. It.s
suddenly very real: there's a person
from that part of the wprld .right in
front of you.
' Diversity lends different perspectives to life: different points of view
stemming from various cultural, ethnic and financial tackgroiinds. It
gives people a' chance to view life
frpm a different pair of eyes,
All human beings are diverse;
we're all individual entities with
unique personalities.- To ignore the
outward differences and be accepting
of the people we are within' is to be
truly tolerant,.

Seeing as both groups feel the
same way, could this not point
toward why certain people sit together?
Is it because "diverse" or international students are literally more visi-
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disorientation occur, they know they
are talking to people whom as some
say, "know what they are saying."
Perhaps it may be surprising to
some that new international students
had the same sentiments: "I was
homesick and I wanted, to chat with
someone who has been in my situation before."
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Upon reading the article a few
weeks back on the , eating habits of
international (or so-called "diverse")
students, I decided to add my 5 cents
to what has become quite an issUe.on
the Colby front. The question that
was posed about why the international students sit together can , be
answered by a similar question: Why
are all the non-international or nondiverse students sitting together?
When I asked some "non-diverse"
students why they sat together, I was
told that it was because so-and-so is
my friend, because I like so-and-so
and because I want to talk to so-andso.
Why would it be any different for
the international or diverse students?
From what I have seen, most people at Colby, are from the New
England area, and quite a few people
knew each other or had friends in
common with each other from home.
These and other factors link people's
experiences and they easily relate to
each other.
Similar experiences make it easier
to talk about subjects pertaining to
their homes and upbringings. New
students especially find this comforting. When bouts of homesickness and
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•Why are Ml tit© iioit-clive rse
kids sitting at the same . .table?

By ANURADHA BHATNAGAR
ful programs at Colby that help stuContributing writer
dents from different ethnic and culThe 2001 CBB Diversity tural backgrounds or from different
Conference was comprised of 13 parts of the world adjust.
workshops which addressed topics
Tlie fact that so many programs
such as "Racial Stratification," and movements are initiated or exist
"Experience of Religious Students seems to signify the need for them.
on ' a Largely Secular Campus," These programs exist because there
"Origins , of Hip-hop" and "The are people who don't feel comfortable
Challenges of Enrolling Diverse in the campus community. Necessity
Students."
is the mother of invention.
' This year, Colby held a diversity
This discomfort arises due , to difworkshop for first-years during ori- ferences in religion, culture, lanentation aimed at creating a better guage, appearance; politically incorunderstanding of each other's differ- rect,yes, but even due to differences
ences, accepting the fact that we have of skin color. Diversity is all these difjtte ^onceiyed notions, of people and ferences and more; it i^ a differencejn
learning how to break those stereo- mentalities, in attitudes and customs,
types. .'
Why is diversity given so much
• The first-year book, "A Hope In importance in today's world?- For
the'Unseeni" dealt with the true story one, the world is growing smaller,
of a young African-American man Communication is, now instantasearching 'for acceptance and a com- neous and travel is direct, It is now
fort ' level ' in a predominantly white possible, and more common ,thari
college campus: diversity, again.
before to travel halfway' across the
",, There aire also numerous success- world just for an education'. I know
'
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Letters

Editorials

A bone worth picking

In response to the Bush
Administrations political rhetoric
regarding terrorism, a group of concerned Colby students felt it necessary
to expand and critique the contemporary conceptions of terrorism as perpetuated by mass media. On
Wednesday, Sept. 18, these students
erected a monument in commemoration of terrorist acts worldwide.
Each gravestone represents a specific incident where innocent lives
were lost due to political motives at
the hands of state-sponsored, international, or independent actors.
One purpose of this monument is
to instigate discussion and critical
analysis of contemporary perceptions
of terrorism and what we include and
exclude from the definition. This consequential exclusion of specific acts of
terrorism does not disregard tlie pain
endured by the victims of terrorist acts
not included in the monument. Thus
one headstone is devoted to those
unrecognized events in order to
memorialize the countless anonymous
lives lost from political violence.
The students hoped this event
would be well-received by the campus
and embraced as an act of compassion
toward those throughout the world
affected by such pain and terror daily.
—Emily Posner '03 and
Jacoby Ballard '03

I' m neve r
going to
retire
The Echo has a variety of audiences, though clearly the student
body is its primary focus. But the
faculty reads it sporadically, and
» copies are sent to subscribing par* ents and alumni, And the newspaper slips randomly into th e hands
of comp lainers (to whom it is sent
by outraged parents and/ or
adults of the anti-beer persuasion).
That last assertion rings particularly tru e f or me: I was b uy ing a
12-pack of Shipyard's "Capta in's
^Collection" at Shaw 's (they never
**car d me) when an extr emely nice
woman approached and told me
how much she had enjoyed my
"Friends" column on Big Ears. It
ma de her appreciate her own "Bi g
Ears." Mod est to the c ore, I offered
to buy her a carbonated malt beverage, but she was in a hurry. Most
women are when I offer to buy
(» them a beer.
• All of th is stuff , how ever , is
leading up to audience understanding of Ech o news. Sometimes
the very stu dents themselves
don't get it: e.g., the "modesty
panel." None of the pi ctured
und ergrads on the Street knew
what it was. I didn 't know what itwas. No one I asked knew what it
j was, although several answers
were hilarious. But the Echo —
always on the alert—exp la ined.
The mo d esty pan el i s a pi ece of
compatibl y sta ined wood attached

Upon reading the article a few
weeks back on the eating habits of
international (or so-called "diverse")
students, I decided to add my 5 cents
to what has become quite an issue on
the Colby front. The question that
was posed about why the international students sit together can be
answered by a similar question: Why
are all the non-international or nondiverse students sitting together?
When I asked some "non-diverse"
students why they sat together, I was
told that it was because so-and-so is
my friend, because I like so-and-so
and because I want to talk to so-andso.

Why would it be any different for
the international or diverse students?
From what I have seen, most people at Colby are from the New
England area, and quite a few people
knew each other or had friends in
common with each other from home.
These and other factors link people's
experiences and they easily relate to
each other.
Similar experiences make it easier
to talk about subjects pertaining to
their homes and upbringings. New
students especially find this comforting. When bouts of homesickness and

ful programs at Colby that help stut
dents from different ethnic and culThe 2001 CBB Diversity tural backgrounds or from different
Conference was comprised of 13 parts of the world adjust.
workshops which addressed topics
The fact that so many programs
such as "Racial Stratification," and movements are initiated or exist
"Experience of Religious Students seems .to signify the need for them.
on a Largely Secular Campus," These programs exist because there
"Origins of Hip-hop" and "The are people who don't feel comfortable
Challenges of Enrolling Diverse in -the campus community. Necessity
Students."
is the mother of invention.
This discomfort arises due to difThis year, Colby held a diversity
workshojx for ; first-years during ori- ferences in. religion, culture, lanentation aimed at creating a better guage, appearance; politically incorunderstanding of each other 's differ- rect, yes, but even due to differences
ences, accepting the fact that we have of skin color.Diversity is all these difpreconceived notions .of .people and ferences and more; it is a difference in
learning Kow to break those stereo- mentalities, in attitudes and customs.
Why is divers ity giyen so much
types, y. -;. • . >; .' "¦:¦ . "¦' '¦¦
:- 'The : first-year book, "A Hope In importance in today's world? For
the Unseen," dealt with the true story one, the world is growing smaller.
of. a young African-American man Commun icat ion is , now instantasearching for acceptance and a com- neous and travel is direct. It is now
fort level in a predominantly white poss ible, and more common than
before to travel halfway across the
college campus: diversity, again.
. . There are also numerous success- world just for an education. T know

to the bottom of the desk-tables in
Olin 1, Lovejoy 100 and Miller 14.
Its purpose: to shield the nether
parts of female students from the
eyes of pe ople in the front of the
room. Modesty in spades. Then T
had a horrible realization: who
stands up there in front 90 perc ent
of the time? My lord, I do. The
modesty panel was designed for
me. And all those other peeky
profs.
Wow! Echo re aders are certa in
that I'm a peeker. Actually, I never
noticed the immodest nature of
those classrooms, but if the panels
make stu d ent s more comfortable ,
tack 'em on. They're a small pr ice
to pay for modesty.
But how about that other serious stuff on d ate rape in last
w eek's edition? How about those
toads who apparentl y "went
ahead," using the rationale that
"She didn't say no," Did she say
yes, you moron? You need a chart
to tell? You do need serious modesty lessons. I'll bet you watch half
a Ma ss on TV so you d on 't have to
get dressed by 4:30 p.m. on
Sundays.
Still, I a lso don 't know who
Lara Flynn Boy le is, And who are
the Gypsy Kings (I have heard of
the Buen a Vista Social Club)? In
the beer review—I'm a little skept i ca l of th eir op inions, but they
have led me to some nice , ni ce
stuff—someone asks, "Does this
come in 40's"? Forty oz, bottles?
Who cares? If one is experimenting, buy a 12-oz. bottle or ask tho
bartender for a li ttle glass. If you
like it, buy a six-pack. Forty oz.

C. W. Bassett

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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By TAFFIE GWITIMAH

disorientation occur, they know they
are talking to people whom as some
say, "know what they are saying."
Perhaps it may be surprising to
some that new international students
had the same sentiments. "I was
homesick and I wanted to chat with
someone who has been in my situation before."

because I've done that.
One hopes that the challenges and
obstacles one has to overcome are
outweighed by the tremendous benefits of living,' working and studying in
a new, diverse atmosphere.
Secondly,there is so much one can
learn from diversity: learning about
different parts of tlie world, about
their cultures and their problems,
speaking , a different language. Ifs
suddenly very real: there's a person
from that part of the world right in
front of you.
Diversity lends different perspectives to life: different points of view
stemming from various cultural, ethnic and financial backgrounds. It
gives people a : chance to view life
from a different pair of eyes.
All human beings a re di ver se;
we 're all individual entities with
unique personalities.- To ignore the
outward differences and be a cc epting
of the people we are within is to be
truly tolerant,.

One step forward , two steps back
By JULIA BERMAN

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

At Boston University, many students and faculty members have justifiably taken a public stance against the actions
of current college president John Silber.
For y ears, he has been dedicated to education reform for
both BU and Massachusetts. Silber, for ex amp le, is responsible for the heightened standards for students and teachers
measured by the new MCAS tests.
While many w ould cl a ssif y Silber 's efforts as valiant, the
students at BU are less than thrilled with the policies he
enforces.
Last March, BU introduced new dorm rules. This fall,
Silber has been considering admitting fewer females to even
out the male-female ratio. Silber wants to prevent ruining,
"...the character of men who find that they're very attractive
because there are two women looking for ea ch man on the
campus," Silber said to the Boston Globe.
Silber's opinion s and polic ies i nfl ic t outd ated regulat i ons
on a youth that longs for adult responsibility.
As a resident of Massachusetts, I exper i ence d the
changes wroug ht by the "Silber administration" with two
years of MCAS testing and increased hours in tlie classroom.
While the tests do not function as tools for bettering the education system, they have the potential to do some good for
the public schools, Massachusetts needs someone to shake
things up and force some improvement,

Cont inued on Page 6

Unfortunately, Silber does not know where to draw the
line between children and adults. Silber feels that students
should not have to deal with their roommates bringing a
sexu al partner back to the dorm, hence the strict enforcement of dorm curfews.
Should making the decision to receive a higher education
force y oung peop le to waive their ri ght to freedom? Having
guests is not usually ab out hav ing s ex , it is abou t having
friends. When it comes down to sex, students, as adults,
need to learn how to communicate with roommates instead
of relying on higher powers to regulate their lives,
"It is completely ridiculous that we can't go into the
dorms after 1a,m. There are guards at every door that check
your ca rds so y ou really can't go anywhere, except ba ck to
your own room. We're in college now and don 't need
babys i tters ," Michelle Iodice, a first-year student at BU, said.
As for the issue of gender ratio, Iodi ce sa i d, Silber 's
"opinion just seems reall y old-fashioned, I have no problem
with more men here, but I don't think the ratio is causing
any problems. It seems like Silber is trying to change things
that really don't need changing,"
Denying worthy female applicants admission to Boston
University is a harsh and futile measure toward stifling the
male ego on the BU campus, The number of women alone
cannot be held responsible for a man getting more dales
than an average individual of his caliber, Besides, I am confident the women on the BU campus share the international
view that all the good ones are unavailable.
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Seeing as both groups feel the
same way, could this not point
toward why certain people sit together?
Is it because "diverse" or international students are literally more visiCpntinued on Page 6
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Why are aBS the non-diverse
kids sitt ing at the same tabSe?

Terrorism Acknowledged

It's good Andrea Breau '03 is doing a yeoman's job as Social
Programming Board cultural chair, because if she wasn't, we'd really have
a bone to pick with the Office of Student Activities. As it stands, we still
have a bone to pick ifs just not a femur.
In effect, the Office of Student Activities usurped the power of the vote
from the student bod y by arbitrarily selecting a group of students they
thought were good for the job.
The SPB working constitution does not specify how the selection committee is to seek out applicants. However, because it does not and because
the constitution is not ratified, it seems all the more plausible to expect
Lisa Hallen and Leanne Burnham would interpret the constitution in the
student bod y's favor. Instead, they went about the appointment with no
intention of telling the student body. No efforts were made to notify students during the summer or after.
Hallen and Burnham claim, because they are not on the Digest of
General Announcements, they were unaware it worked during the summer. It is understandable that Hallen and Burnham did not know the status of the Digest, but it is careless that they did not think to ask. That neither Hallen nor Burnham thought to include the student bod y in the decision when it could have been easily done shows a carelessness tantamount
to negligence.
SPB Social Chair Thomas Jackson, Student Government Association
president Gretchen Groggel and vice president Jill Gutekunst should have
contacted the student body to ask for input. Surely they knew the Digest
worked during the summer; several e-mails had been sent out on the
Digest by mid-July.Did they not because they thought their representation
was enough? Then why did they not suggest anyone? Was it because they
didn't think the issue was important enough to contact the student body?
Then why are students given the opportunity to vote during the spring?
We elected these students to represent us and they did not think to seek
input from their fellow students, the very bloodline of the body that voted
them into office. Because we cannot count on our student leaders to represent us, the SPB constitution must be changed so the process for selecting student leaders is made more clear and democratic.
After a scathing editorial it is best to try and end on a high note, but it
seems difficult. Breau is doing good job in office and so is Jackson. Groggel
and Gutekunst are working to pass platforms (though their efforts seem to
be failing) and the minutes and voting records of Presidents' Council are
online (but credit for that goes to last year's Presidents' Council).
As the end of September approaches, it seems late to write, "what a bad
start to the year." Instead, it seems more appropriate to ask will it be this
lackluster all year?
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CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Starving, as I usually am midway
through my plane journey from New
Mexico to Maine, I hopped off my
plane in Chicago eager to find something to satiate my hunger. Little did I
know this everyday urge would lead
me to an astonishing revelation.
Just a little later, I was quietly
munching on a tuna sandwich near
thejet way musing, as I am sure countless travelers do, on the incidents that
occurred last September and how airports, and indeed the world of travel,
have changed since.
Sinking my teeth into layers of
tuna-tomato bliss, my thoughts turned
to the weapon that had brought the
United States, forgive me, crashing to a
halt. The knife.
The thought had struck me before
(if s hard to escape this thought when
you are manhan d led for every piece of
met a l on your b o dy) controlling '
knives in airports must be a tedious',
and difficult task. This time, I believe!
the mayonnaise dri pp ing out of myj
sandwich may have spurred the!
thought. Just how did that mayo get
on to the bread? An even more fri ght-!
ening thought; how was my bread so.'
accurately sliced? 1will cease here, lest'
I conjure up nightmarish images of;
masked beings darting underneath;
airplanes wielding bread knives.
I had noted w i th passing interest;
wh ile I w a s awa i ti ng my s a ndw ich
that at that particular airport deli,
there was a large apparatus with many '
swooshing blades cutting loaves of
bread, which rolled by on a c onveyor !
belt.
I didn 't think much of it at the time
a s my stomach was screaming nt m e,
but now.„of course! It makes perfect,
sense! The entire food industry in airports must have been revolutionized
since Sept. 11 so as not to provide
lethal weapons to travelers!
Continued on Page 6
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BAD GUYSs
Have we been
overcome by )
paranoia?
Continued from Page 5

An update from Information
Technology Services
By RAY PHILLIPS

Quads. This will be. a much smaller
DIRECTOR OF INFORMATION
project than the ones during the previTECHNOLOGY SERVICES
ous two summers.
Our network electronics upgrades
We have been making a great many have now enabled 100 Mbps bandchanges in the information technology width to nearly every office, lab and
environment at Colby and have more classroom in the central academic and
planned for the near and more distant administrativebuildings, and we have
future. I am glad to have been given been redeploying older equipment
this opportunity to provide a general from these buildings to replace the
view of what is going on, what has original network electronics in the rescaused some problems on campus and idence halls.
We had to accelerate this replaceapproaching opportunities'.
An ar ea on which we have been ment in Foss and a few other halls
when we began
putting a lot of
emphasis in the Our network electronics experiencing some
equipment failures
past several years
at the beginning of
is the data commu- upg rades have now
this semester. We
nications network.
mbp s band - had
anticipated
During the sum- enabled 100
doing most of this
mers df 2001 and width to nearlyevery
work during vaca2002, we did major
tions and breaks
wiring upgrades to off ice , lab and classduring the year,
enable the capabiliroom in the central
but the pattern of
ties of current netfailures in the old
work equipment.
buildings.
In the early
equipment
has
forced us to move
1990's, when major
network expansion was being made to more quickly.
bring Ethernet to every office and
In areas affected by these upgrades,
classroom in the academic and admin- what an individual student should
istrative buildings, the then-standard experience at worst is a planned outcable was used. This enabled 10 Mbps age of only a few hours on one partic(megabits per second) Ethernet band- ular morning followed by full network
width. However, by the late 1990's, service.
standard Ethernet had increased bandWhy don't we just go with wireless
width to 100 Mbps.
networks? Wireless networking is in
As we upgraded the electronic our future but as an addition to the
equipment that drives network com- wired network and not as a replacemunications, we were running into ment. We are developing plans for a
limitations in bandwidth capacity on pilot wireless project for next summer.
the old cable. We consequently
I am often asked when we will proupgraded the cable and undertook vide a web interface to our e-mail syscomplete cable replacement in 2001 in tem. This is high on our priority list,
Lovejoy Building, Keyes Science but requires that we complete the
Building, Seeley G. Mudd Science migration of our authentication system
Building and part of Arey Life Sciences (login and password administration)
Building, and in 2002 in
from DCE to
Miller Library, Roberts IN AREAS AFFECTED BY
A c t i v e
Bu ildi ng,
Eustis
Directory. In
Administration Building THESE UPGRADES, WHAT AN
the next couand Lunder House. We
ple months,
installed Category 6 INDIVIDUAL STUDENT SHOULD we expect to
cable, which will enable EXPERIENCE AT WORST IS A
be able to tell
us in the future to propeople they
vide 1,000 Mbps ( 1 PLANNED OUTAGE OF ONLY A can go to a
Gbps—gigabit per secFEW HOURS ON ONE PARTIC - web page to
ond) network bandwidth
authenticate
to each computer. It ULAR MORNING.
with
their
appears that this new
current DCE
cable may possibly hanlogin/passdie multi-gigabit bandwidth in the word and to establish a password in
more distant future, giving this cable a the now system. We will have an
useful li fe of perhaps 10 years or even extended overlap period so we will not
longer.
have to get everybody to switch at the
We have one more year of cable same time, Once this is under way, we
upgrades: next summer we will be can begin adding services like webdoing Bixler Art and Music Center, based e-mail that we cannot imp leRunnals Building; Cotter Union, the ment under DCE.
Lorimer Chapel and East and West

DIVERSITY: We do what we
Und to be mos t comf ortable

Forks, knives, rolling pins, meat
thermometers, just think of all the
things that could pose potential
threats. There is rye to be sliced, t
turkey to be diced, kabobs to be
skewered; a veritable arsenal of
weapons for any scheming terrorist.
So what do we do? America
resorts to its tireless pastime of
invention. After all, we are at war.<
And as all of us should know, manyi
major advances in technology havei
accompanied war efforts. I guess I.
just wasn't expecting them to mani-^
fest themselves in my lunch.
Maybe I have just been out of the!
country for too long, .but dang, what'
will they think of next? .Perhaps the
bread conveyor-belt-thingy is not '
new. After all, neither is terrorism.!
But just then, as I sat on the brink ot,
a tuna-induced coma, I came toi
appreciate these inventions in a deli-: ,
&
cious new light.

By KAITLIN McCAFFERTY
an d LIZ BOMZE

FOREI GN CORRESPON DEN TS

Historically it has been a problem. And it still is.
A few years ago, as a junior
abroad in London was crossing
the street, the unfortunate individual was struck by a double-decker
bus. Chances are, a Colby student
in Cork will meet the same fate.
A pedestrian in Cork travels at
his own risk.
Fat little cars, like micromachines, race by at ridiculous
speeds, beeping their horns occasionally and rarely stopping for
the people standing at the crosswalks.
Cars stop only for the occasional red li ght or stop sign, and drivers seem to take pleasure in
weaving their vehicles through
the narrowest possible holes in
traffic.
When we first arrived, nearly
all of the Colby in Cork students
had close calls with traffic. A bus
nearl y hit Meaghan Shea '04, and
Phil Geiger '04 stumbled into
oncoming traffic on one of our
first nights. Luckily both survived
unharmed, aside from mild emotional trauma and subsequent
constant neurosis about crossing
the street.
Everyone seems to have a dif-

ones are from the 1700's. My ecology class went to visit a lake.
Unfortunately, by the time we got
there it had dried up and turned
into a marsh. Our professor had
just remarked on how fast lakes
dry up... 300 or so years. Oh, those
reliable maps.
Half the time, Colby students
find themselves lost. There are
few street signs and those that
exist are hidden behind bushes,
scrawled on buildings or written
in Gaelic. We've heard a rumor
that during World War II the Irish
people switched all of the street
signs around in order to confuse
the Germans if there was an invasion. Apparently, they haven't
changed them back yet.
Oftentimes there aren't divider
lines to separate the flow of traffic.
This leads to confusion when
there are unmarked one-way
streets. Instead of the black and
white one-way arrows, there are
poster-size signs that read "Wrong
way. Turn Back" halfway down
the road. Isn't it a little late at that
point?
We are slowly acclimating, but
when we come home, don't laugh
when we run screaming from the
football field into Alfond or stare
you down while walking through
the Street. It's all part of our.learning experience. We're just becoming more cosmopolitan.

BASSETTs
more ramhlings
f r o mthe p r of ound
M
Continu ed f r o m Pa ge 5
bottles are for amateurs. And it's
40s, not 40's.
I could go on, but there's nothing like a student newspaper to
underline my age (except in beer).
Not a single mention of Dwight
Eisenhower or Marilyn Monroe or/
Benny Goodman or Milton Berlev
or the Baltimore Colts. How many
of you moUrn the passing last
week of John Unitas, the greatest
quarterback of them all? I shook
his throwing hand in 1965. You're
probably, still hoping that Ryan
Leaf will come back.
Did Ryan Leaf throw you? Just
to show I'm a teeny bit hip. Nod
very, just a teensy, weensy bit.
David Mills finds "In Living
Color" mirthful; I can't stand- it,
hip or not. Nor taped soap operas.
But I do follow the Sun Dance
channel, so watch out in the 'next
few months. But never Don Irrius!
Charles Bassett is a Visiting '
P rof essor of English

A rediscovered lesson of morality
By MEGAN McWHORTER

",

l
if

sessions? At the risk of sounding judgmental, I must point out that
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
nearl y everyone on this campus is excessively wealthy. By excessively,
I merely mean that we havo more than just food, water and shelter. As
On Tuesday, Sept. 17, my friend , who shall remain nameless, was far as I know, the major ity of the student body has more in their dorm
the victim of a heinous and unjustified crime on our beautiful ana safe room than the furniture provided by Colby.
Whatever our p leasures—clothes, CDs, television bets, turntables^
campus.
Jane Doe had parked her 1995 Subaru in the Foss parking lot, trust- " or video game systems—we are lucky to own them or know someone **•
ing that her broken window (permanently 1 inch open) ancl,locked ' who does. Given the appropriate respect, John Doe would probably let ('
doors would be enough security to protect the contents of her car from ,us borrow his computer, favoiite album or toenail clippers, Similarly,
j<
. , I'm sure Jane Doe would have bhaied the music from her car stereo , '
greedy passersby.
'
This, howev er, was wishful thinking. Her car was broken Into over had she been approached respectfully, Instead, her car was pillaged ,
the course of a 48-hour stay in the lot. Her $150 CD player whs ripped ; and her trust was tested ono more time,
*
II has been pointed out lo me that peihaps a member of the Colby 1
from the dashboard, leaving her devoid of music, money and trust in
community did not commit this thieving crime. Fine. Does that change
the civility of humanity.
.
.
r
4
It is this unfortunate situation that forces me to question the, moral- the immorality of the event? Besi des, for every crime lhal may 'not
ity of my peers. In the midst of my doubts I turn to. the most universal have been committed by one of our immediate neighbors and fellow
students , I can name one that was. I low about the time I witnessed a ^
proverb I know: treat others as you would hope to be trended ,
Granted, this Is an awfully elementary lesson to throw nt my-cul- peer take my wallet from n cubby outside Dnna dining hall? ,1 never
tured and Intelligent lenders, but is il not also the most, truthfu l foun- caught up with the pcrpetiator but have been tempted to exact ~
' ' revenge from him ever since.
' > ' ',
dation of human purity?
.
Every wrongdoing committed against an individual is one more i
In jo urneying through higher education we have gained knowledge
of our academic specialties, but I fepr that 1 we havo Jost .slgh't of the ' . mark of resentment and one more step lowaids utter mistrust, The ,
simplest truths of human nature , Living inn. communal eiw^onmerV" more times one is violated , the more that person will desire
as we do, H is especially important that we r<3dlscpv«?r p ompnon cour/ vengeance, How many times will Jane Doe have lo be tested before
tesy, Tf npt for the benefit of others, we should practice hwippty far , the, r v she feels justified in avenging her peipo lrators? Soon enough, the j
we rcepecjroMjvr 'process of thievery will become a vicious cycle of rev pnge, i n which (
security of bvr possessions apd purspJvos . 'Afi^r 'all/If
be
peers , there'iS'ri ^r'eator chance lha|'oiir rqs^pctViM te,cir)xoc^ad! t' >h /evciy 'lndivlduaJ will have to protect herself with cynicism and stfspiDp we,npt receive enough' materia) 's^ntlsfacf jpn frpm our owp'p os* i clon , . '
'
j
.

..I

/

i

'

-
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First-years, responsibility and the accursed test of time

Continued from Page 5

end,
All such tnlk, which incorrectly
ble thnt it is so hnrd for some to allow Inbels people nt some points (ns in the
people to congregate peacefully nt n ense of my Korenn-Amoricnn friend
table covered by food? If the question who is probnbly thought to bo nn
thnt wns rolscd Iwo weeks ngo is no Internnt lonnl student whenever lie
pertinent to life at college, con wo sits with me nt dinner or nny other
then go ahead nnd question why ench moni) Is lending us strnlRhl to n lime
nnd every group sits together nt nny in our Colby lives in which wo will nil
lime? Wh y d o th e stu de nts from j udge ench oilier based on nssunipMnino sit together? Or, heck, why nr o tions nbout why wo do Ihe things wo
nil the Amorlcnn students sitting do,
So Is Ihe fnlso assumption thnt wns
together? Of course, to tnke Oils stand
would be nbt.urd,
brought up Jn tho article I njn
Whnt I fin d to be moro absurd , responding to—Hint International
though, Is thnt llio psychoanalysis of stud ents nro too timid or too unwelj oopj o's ontlng hnbiis Is Inking such n coming of Ibe different, or (If on e sees
luge spore In the forefront of Colby (ho impllcnl lon thnt I wiw) Indeed
ntcllccUml discourse, Though my cri- Jn ck the enpneily to Integrate Into
tique of. llio previous article Is rather Amorlcnn culture or just campus oilharsh, I mean It no that wo enn slop Inre—ono of those assumptions wo
philosophizing on Ih e issues In our should bo qu estioning a Ultlo hit
collogo that do not menu much In tlio more?

ferent attitude about it. Mike
Kennedy '04, who hails from Long
Island, N.Y., struts across the road
with a certain New Yorker's confidence nearly unmatched by his
peers. More power to him. We
should all be from the Big Apple.
Kim Strader '04, however, has
landed an Irish escort, so she has
nothing to worry about.
Some of us are not quite as
secure. After her near collision,
Shea takes great care when crossing the road. She's a sprinter, even
when no cars are in sight. Mason
Smith '04 tends to stick to the sidewalk, though he walks with a certain flair. His freesty le amble is not
soon forgotten and may in time
ease any crossing phobias. And
Porter, Visiting Professor of
Anthropology Andrew Brown's 5year-old, is an example to us all.
He is fearless. Especially with 22
babysitters hovering.
It's hard to stay out of the
streets in Cork. The sidewalks do
not accommodate two people, so
oncoming traffic can be problematic. Quick decisions. Jump into
the street? Plaster yourself against
the hedges? Stare blankl y ?
Hopefully, the other person will
concede and let you pass. It's all
about the attitude. Show no fear.
Cork is especially difficult to
navigate. Maps aren't worth the
trouble. Some of the "up-to-date"

>; :; 4 "
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Full
disclosure
Emily Honlg

The other night , I was nt the ohso-orl glnally-nnmod "Get Loid"
par ty on Pnnn bench, visiting my
fri ends who wore working the
!<cg, I elbowed my way through o
mob of understandably thirsty
and impatient flowered boys, and
suddenly there J was, beholding
th e keg crowd from the opposite
direction. Quite o different vontoge point,
What really captured llie scone
was whon one of the securi ty offi cers a\\y \Q over with a coupl e of
beers to pour nut; he couldn 't get
pos t some kid to got behind tlie

table,
I motioned to the kid—obviously n drunken fi rst-year student—to move, and he waved his
hand (inscribed with nn obviously
self-drawn "O") oi me, presumably signify ing that since ho was
"of ng o," I t was OJ<, to enrage
security,
Now, J un derstand that it' s an
emergency of the highest priority
to draw the honeyed nectnr from
th o sweet proboscis provided by
tho tap on the Natty keg, And
mnyba, Jusl maybe, I have become
brittl e nnd biased in my old ago
(19). Hilt hon estly, I just don 't
think I was that sk etchy Inut year,
Jn Ihu extremely scientific survey f p erformed , not a single
uppereli . nfliy.niv thought that
ho/sh e was as sketchy as a first*
yonr of the following claim,

Is this a ense of mass delusion ,
perhaps caused by that very same
honeyed nectar? Hnvo wo so
quickly forgotten the eup h oria of
n newfound freedom? The joys of
own ing your very own handle of
Orloff vodka? The dubious appeal
of the lalo-nlghl booty cnll?
On the other hand , it could all
b o true, Maybe thoy really aro guttin g worse, Afler all, mi d-parly
cell phono use must bo at an alltim e high around hero; it certainly
wa sn 't this common last yonr, And
) wvar have I soon so mony people
hol ding beers congregating on the
Averill qua d, Some of those things
go beyond mere joy ous Irresponsibility, verging on sheer stupidity ,
Tills brings mo back to my
friend, the guy on the Pnnn hunch ,
What lie wnti doing seemed unr oiiHonable lo mo at the time, but I

find it hard to imagine that none
of my more-meat headed acquaint
tnnccs evor did anything like that, ,
So I think U's probably a combination of forces at work here , On
on e han d, we probably do moke
ourselves look better in hindsight ,
Wo may conveniently forget the
specific incidents that would provide evidence to our own sketch!nous, but that doesn 't mean ihev
n ever happened (after all , ihey»
u sually , magi call y
reappear ,,
I
around the time wo turn 21),
On the other hand , there's
pr obably an element of truth to
our suspi cions, After all, most of
u s did not spend the entirely of
our fi rst year drunk; some of oul'
m emories are clear, Maybe tlme&
really do change that quickly, '
^
V,m\)y Hmiig /« Ihe Qn Uttom MHar l >i
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Cheryl Ann Costa
to speak at Colby

Arts and Entertainment

Melv Ladera

progress
Dinner Theater:
A
work
in
of

By JESSE DeLAUGHTER
STAFF WETTER

What happens when you mix the
joys of the culinary arts with those of
the performing arts? "Is this a roast
turkey, which I see before me? The
drumstick toward my hand? Come,
let me clutch thee."
Well, perhaps the logistics should
be left to someone who knows what
she's doing. Holly Brown '04 has
dreamt of the blissful union of food
and theater since her first year at
Colby,and this fall she will be turning it into a reality with Dinner
Theater.
People can sign away their meal
credits to.enjoy a fully-catered dinner
Saturday, Nov. 16, in the Page
Commons Room (complete with
vegetarian options). The only differ-

^y Part Dinner
Theater is to
interact with the
audience. I f ully
intend to have the
actors off the stage,
walking through the
audience.
JJJ P

— Holly Brown '04

Student

ence from a normal dining hall dinner is that entertainment will be provided.
For appetizers, Colby Improv's

Neil Reynolds '03 will perform an
improvisation skit.
Then, for the main dish, Brown
will be directing "Fools," a comic
fable by Neil Simon, in which a
schoolteacher journeys into an
Ukrainian town where a curse has
turned everyone stupid.
Brown also tentatively scheduled
a performance at the Elks Club the
following night. One might think
that performing in front of a crowd
of people munching would be somewhat distracting, but Brown is not
too concerned.
"Part of Dinner Theater is to interact with the audience. I fully intend
to have the actors off the stage, walking through the audience," Brown
said.
Brown is a theater and dance

major with recent acting experience
in the Powder and Wig production
"Wait Until Dark," but this will mark
her debut as a director. She has
received some funding from Powder
and Wig, but has essentially been
bringing the event together on her
own.
Auditions will be held Thursday,
Sept. 26 from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. in the
Mary Low Lounge. Brown is also
looking for costume and set designers, as well as technicians.
Thanks to Brown's innovation
and hard work, Dinner Theater
promises to provide an amusing
alternative to the dining halls for at
least one night. She hopes the event
will become a regular tradition at
Colby. There doesn't seem to be any
reason why it shouldn't.

" SPCIUeUT CN THE ACTS
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Libby 's pass ion for art history

WWW.C HERYLCOSTA.COM

P laywright Cheryl Costa to speak in Page Commons.

By MELV LADERA
¦ A&E EDITOR

, She was shot at in Vietnam. She
has written 15plays. She is a Buddhist
^nun. And she used to be a man.
.„ American playwright and multiH'disciplined media artist Cheryl Ann
,. , Costa has played many roles in her
.,life. She is strong-minded, confident
.and self-assured. Costa will be telling
the story of her intriguing life in the
.Page Commons Room Monday, Sept.
,30.
Costa, a male by birth, considers
herself a woman.
^
.,0. . Costa came from the small milli > town community of Corning, N.Y. She
? Tis excited to speak at Colby and has
'many stories to tell that she hopes will
inspire the community.
.. , Costa will be discussing issues
j concerning sexuality, gender and
/'issues of the heart." She said she will
be frank and honest, and is willing to
answer any question.
Costa's interest in theater started
with her first play in elementary
^school. She later joined the drama
dub in high school.
\t. V After graduating from high school,
. Costa joined the United States Air
Force, where she served in Southeast
Asia. In 1974, Costa transferred into
the Navy, where she worked with
advanced electronics. As a decorated
combat veteran in Vietnam, Costa
served on nuclear submarines.
When she returned to the United
tates, Costa took a night job with
^ in upstate New York. At the same
*IBM
, time, she was studying theater and
, cinema at Binghamton University.She
produced some of her own student
films, "Sailor and the Geisha,"
"Comm Station III" and "Angels."

She was inspired by black historian Loften Mitchell, who became her
playwriting instructor. Mitchell actually convinced Costa to go into writing after viewing one of her student
films.

^y Every human
being has a
story... I happ en to
have a good one. I'm
a transsexua l
Buddhist nun
with a p ast. JW
— Cheryl Ann Costa
American Playwright
Since then, Costa has written 15
plays, most of which are one-act
plays.
Only two of Costa's plays are
direct reflections of her own life, "A
Princess in Training" and "The
Berdache."
The rest of Costa's work is more
fictional, but each play presents some
aspects of her life and personality.She
looks up to playwrights Neil Simon
and Mark Weston and is greatly
inspired by their work.
Recently,many groups have asked
for permission to perform her material.
Costa's "A Princess in Training"
has already been produced in eight
countries and four languages.
"Every human being has a story,"
she said. "I happen to have a good
one. I'm a transsexu al, Buddhist nun
with a past."

Today- Sept 26

• STS talk with David
Noble 7:00 - 8:30 p.m.
Olin 1

Friday - Sept 27

• International Coffee
Hour 4:30 - 6:00 p.m.
Mary Low Coffeeh ouse
• "21 Dog Years: Doing
Time @ Amazon.com"
7:30 - 10:00 p.m. Strider
Theater
• Soltero with Alex
McGregor 8:00 p.m.
Mary Low Coffeehouse
• 80's semlformal 8:00
p.m. - Midnight Roberts
Back lawn

Saturday- Sept 28
• New York Voices
7:30 p.m, Page
Commons Room

Monday- Sept 30
• Cheryl Ann Costa
speaks 7:00 - 9:00 p.m,
Page Commons Room

By DANIELLE O'STEEN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Going into her semester in
Florence, Italy,Alex Libby '03 was
unaware that she would be working for Dottoressa Pamela
Gambogi, the head underwater
arch aeologist for all of Tuscany.
Run by Syracuse University,
the internship Libby was granted
allowed her to visit sites where
she helped excavate ruins.
While participating in the
internship, Libby visited a prison
island where she helped discover
a two-bedroom Roman villa. She
also helped unearth Etruscan
bronze objects and other artifacts.
Libby also took Renaissance
and archaeology courses in Italy
and hopes to return soon.
Libby's strong background in
art history has made her a capable
research assistant for Associate
Professor and Chair of the Art
Department Veronique Plesch.
This is Libby's second year working for Plesch.
Libby is now helping Plesch
republish her doctoral dissertation
on religious Renaissance artist
Canavesio, who painted between
1475-1500 in the duchy of Savoy, a
region between France and Italy.
Originally from Mahopac, N.Y.,
Libby attended Middlesex School
in Massachusetts before coming to
Colby.
Libby came to Colby hoping to
become a doctor, and It was not
unt il the en d of her fi rst yea r tha t
she real ized her true passion was
art history, It was then that she

Bern Review
Lucha! LuchaE Showdown of the Mexican beers
By MELV LADERA

A&E EDITOR

In honor of Latino Heritage Month, this week
»we pitted Tecate and Dos Equis against each other
*in a battle of the Mexican imports. In six months,
' many spring breakers will probabl y run into b oth
of these beers as they soak up the sun In Cancun,
This review should give them insight into which
•T beor to sample,
This week's panel consisted of Chelsea
Hoffmann '03, Karl !Jaffe '03, Alison Killelea '03
and Leah. Robertson '03, These beautiful ladies
were eager to quench their thlrnts with the
'?Mexican brews,
*' The ladles first sampled the Tecate,
Tecate, brewed and packaged by Cerveccrla
, Cuauhtemoc Moctezuma in Monterrey, Mexico, is
,an Amorican-standard-style lager, It is n smooth,
medium-bodied brew with little mnlt flavor, It ia
, the Mexican equivalent of Budwoisor,

"It's a boring package. [The

decided to become an art history dents and colleagues.
Libby plans to attend graduate
major and Italian minor.
Libby
enjoys
the
Art school next year to continue her
Department, and finds the profes- • art history studies.
sors very respectful of their stu-

Olson sBams m
the Coffeehouse
By MELV LADERA

Tecate] looks li ke a cheap restaurant

beer, all the red and gold-very tacky,"
Robertson said.
"Smells klnda like tree bark or
metal and it looks like pee when you
take too many v ita mins," Killelea
said,
"I liked the smell—definite potential ," Robertson said,
Once they taste d the Tecate, however, the panelists became more
enthusiast ic,
"It's smooth—not overly bitter,
very l ight, no strong aftertaste—a
good girl beer," Hoffmann said.
"It's very pleasurable, It is moro of
a beer to chill with frionds on a sunny day, It's easy
going down—a good outside beer," Robertson
said,
Tho Dos Equis Amber was up next, Dos Equis,
bottled by the Moctozuma Brewery,
is traditionally a Vienna-stylo lager,
The beer has a reddish-brown color
and is much darker than the Tecate, It
is also medium-bodied and has weak
head retention with a rich malt
aroma ,
"Smells like stale beer—like the
smoll of Marriner as a freshman on a
Monday morning," Robertson said ,
"[The Doa Equis] has a very
strong aroma, Reminds mo of tho
smoj l of a senior apnrjmon l parly
when you 're sober, Think wafting
odor exploding from' a d oor," Jaffe
sai d ,
Tho panelists had favorable com-

DEBORAH DOBERNE/ THE COLBY ECHO

Alex Libby '03 plans to continue her education in art history.
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ments up on ta sting the b eer,

"It Is heavier and makes you feel cozy and
warm," Robertson said,
"This would be a great beer to drink with
frionds by a warm fire after a nice day of skiing,"
Killelea said.
"It was alright, It was not tho typo of beer I
would drink at a party, m oro like a bo or with a
groat steak dish," Jaffe said,
It was a tough decision for the ladies to choose
one beer over the other since thoy enjoyed both
imports, Jaffe an d Killelea choso tho Tecate.
Robertson and Hoffman , however, woro moro In
favor of tho Dos Equ is Ambor, end ing this week's
bcor battle in a draw,
"I like Dos Equis, It' s more of a b oor, less l i ke
water," Hoffmann said,
"If I woro In Mexico, I'd drink [tho Tecate] ovory
day and nigh t, Actually I'd drink it horo too, it's
too bad it hos to bo imported," Killelea said, "Can
I havo tho last ono?"

With intensity and passion, spoken-word artist Alix Olson performed In front of a pa cked Mary
Low Coffeehouse Thursday, Sep, 19.
Her performance was sponsored by
the Colby Women's Group and
fun ded by a number of other campus clubs.
Olson 's in-your-face manner
takes crowds by surprise, forcing
them to think about several Issues
that currently face our society.
Sh e h a s perform ed throughout
Europe and the United Stotes
expressing her views on sexism,
racism, religion and homophobia. In
1999, sho won the Out Wr ite
Nat ional Slam compet it ion ,
Th is was Olson's secon d t ime
performing at Colby,
Olson performed with an intense
energy; tho audience continuously
laugh ed at hor sid esplitting anecdotes,
Hor poetry dealt with many controversial issues, but sho easil y
foun d tho balance between tho serious and the lighthoartcd, Olson
mocked religion, politics, commercialism nnd society as a whole, She is
a feminist with plenty to say.
"Sho expressed important Issues
in a monnor that was both Informative ancl entertain ing to watch,"

Serena Vayda '03 said.
Olson expertly articulated each of
her poems. She preceded each of
them with stories from her own life,
Her anecdotes were very open nnd
honest, She said It was important to
think with your hear t, and your
head. Olson revealed all of the reasons that inspired her to write ench
poem for the crowd, with no hesitance,
Olson has been the subject of
negative criticisms before, but in
many of her stories she laughs at
those criticisms. With strong opinions and no inhibitions, Olson is
proud of who she is; She is refreshingly confident.
"She's inspiring. She's a true warrior, but not the bad kind, the best
kind," Cultura l Chair Andrea Breau
'03 said.
"I think she's a great role model
for young girls," Heidi Kim, faculty
fel low In th o Am er i can an d
Women 's Studies Departments, snid,
"Thank you so much for bolng
my fam ily ton ight," Olson said,
Olson's CD "Built Like That" is
now ava i lable a n d featur es somo of
tho worl<s she performed, such as
"Chocking
My
Pulse" and
"America's On Sale, "
For moro information on Olson,
visit
her
Wob
site
(www.allxolBon.com).
,
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imVA&PATOR
OF THB7WEEK
Kimberly Prescott
Prescott was named NESCAC
volleyball player of the week. As
the setter for the team, she accom
plished a 56-assist record against
Middlebury College.

Gross- countr y starts off strong
'£ Things look good for both the
., men and women harriers. The Colby
men and women's cross-country
teams finished 9th out of 31 teams
and 6th out of 37 teams respectively
in the University of MassachusettsDartmouth Invitational Saturday,
Sept. 21.
"I think our team is quite a bit
. better than last year," women's
¦Across-country • Coach Debra Aitken

said.
The first-year students really contributed to the Mules' strong placing. Jessica Minty'06 finished 35th
overall with a time of 19:18. Hillary
Easter '06 finished 68th in 19:50 minutes.
Having these young runners finish so well early in the season
promises good placement in later
meets. Often, young runners have
difficulty adjusting to . collegiate
competition.

REACH FOR THE TOP
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J oshua Weitz '03 climbing at the Alfond Athletic Center.

By ZACH RUSSEM

gave theirv momentum going
into the secoiid half . The Mules Colby 7
managed to get on the board in
Trinity
A key turnover and a fluke kickoff the third quarter after a 65-yard
'
led to a 17-10 loss to Triniiy College in drive when John Goss/06 split
Hartford, Conn, for the Colby.football , the uprights from 23-yards out.
team Saturday,Sept. 21.
Trinity, however, would
. "It was definitely a tough loss," extend their lead on the longest drive ing, Colby more first downs than
Mules co-captain Michael Moran '03• < of the game early in to fourth quarter. Trinity. However, the fumble and an
said. "We had a great off-season, so we Pierandri finished the 86-yard drive interception limited Colby to only one
were expecting great things."
with a 4-yard run to put Trinity ahead, touchdown. Colby also had seven
With the game still scoreless in the 17-3.
penalties for 55 yards.
first half, Colby quarterback Robert
. Despite the final score, the defense
Colby cut the lead to 17-10 on a 3-.
Lippert '04 fumbled a hand off and yard run by Aaron Stepka '05. Trinity played very well. Led by linebacker
trinity recovered the ball on the Colby , effectively ran out the clock after Luke Webster '03, who had 7 tackles,
13-yard line.{ Bantam running-back Stepka's touchdown; there was no the defense allowed only one real scorThomas Pierandri '04 then rushed for time left for any fourth quarter heroics. ing drive.
a touchdown to give Trinity the lead..
The offense will have to run the ball
Colby football has not defeated Trinity
On the following kickoff, the since 1995.
,
more effectively against Middlebury
; "We
Trinity kicker sent a
were College on Saturday,Sept. 28, not only
short ball down the
pretty good at to score more touchdowns, but also to
field
and
it
tirnes, but we control the dock and relieve some of
appeared the Mules
were" inconsis- the pressure on the defense. With the
would have good
Moran home crowd behind them, the Mules
tent,"
field position, but in
are confident that they can defeat
said.
an unlucky turn of
There was one Middlebury.
events,, the ball
"If we just go out and have fun,
glaring discrepbounced away from
ancy between the things will take care of themselves,"
Colby's return team
— Michael Moran . Mules and the Moran said.
pushing them back
This is the second consecutive year
football captain Bantams. The
towards
the
Bantams rushed that Colby has lost their opening
Bantams coverage team. The kicker for 135 yards while the Mules only game. However, the team hopes that
then fell on the ball and soon after, fin- managed 39 yards on 31 rushes. The this is also the second consecutive year
ished the drive with a 32-yard field Tr
inity defense was able to shut down in which they respond with a win
goal giving Trinity a 10-0 lead at half- Stepka arid forced Lippert to move the against the Panthers. Middlebury is
time.
offense through the air. Lippert was coming into their game against Colby
Tr
inity's unintentional on-side kick successful throwing for 222 yards, giv- after a loss to Wesleyan University.
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

We werep r e t ty
¦jf V* good at times,
.
but we were
inconsistent. Jf J
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; By Suzanne Skinner
. MANAGING EDITOR

Football suffers early blw

Easter, for example, actually led
the pack for the first 500 to 600 yards
of the race. Aitken said the strong
start hurt her in the end. As she
learns to pace herself, Easter will
place higher in the overall standings,
Aitken said.
The Mules were also running
without their top runner, Mary
Phelps'04, who was out sick.
Saturday, Sept. 28 Colby will participate in the Bates Invitational.
The men's cross country team
had a similar weekend. One of their
stronger runners was weakened due
to injury,so the middle pack stepped
it up and led the men to a strong finish.
Nathaniel Brown'04, who has
twice qualified for nationals, was
injured during last year's crosscountry season and was out of competition for nine months.
"The racing edge takes a while to
develop," men's cross-country
Coach James Wescott said. Brown
was the Mules eighth best runner.
He is expected to move up in the
ranks throughout the remainder of
the season, Wescott said.
Even without Brown at full
strength, the Mules had a strong
showing,
Co-captains
Justin
Sukiennik'03 and John Tyson '04
along with Eric Reinauer'04 all finished within three seconds of each
omer, pladng 26th, 29m and 31st.
"We had a really good, solid
pack," Tyson said. "We don't really
have a superstar on our team. We
need to rely on strong guys in the
upper middle."
Wescott feels the season will only
get better. Runners, such as Brian
Hurley'03 who just join ed the team
this year, will benefit from experience, Wescott said.
"We're going to have five people
very close together," Wescott said ,
"I'm very excited."

Genders effects or! team dynamics
By ERICA AYOTTE
SPORTS EDITOR
Are there differences between the
way female teammates and male
teammates interact with each other
and their coaches?
The Echo conducted an informal
survey of student athletes and coaches on teams such as swim and track,
in which men and women interact, to
see how some members of the Colby
athletic community perceive male
and female interaction in the sports
arena.
This cursory look at the perceived
interaction between male and female
players is not extensive, but will
hopefully get people talking more
about the nature of the;relationship
between the sexes in athletics at
Colby. . _ _ ,
"I believe that males are socialized to be, or at least attempt to be
the dominant sex within athletics.
Males, as well as females face many
social constraints and expectations
that may influence the identity of the
individual. Furthermore, males are
socialized to perceive females as

inferior (the weaker sex), leading to
gender stereotypes, which in turn
perpetuate the process of socialization," track team Captain Colleen
Beal '03 wrote.
"I haven't seen any differences in
the ways in which male and female
athletes associate with each other," J.
Kearney Shanahan '04, a member of
the swim team, said.
'
"If you treat everyone as individuals, the theory doesn't make sense,"
swim team Coach Tom Burton said.
Men's and women's squash
Coach Sakhi Khan has noticed some
differences in training preferences
between men and women.
"Both are very competitive and
great to work with. But the women
seem to like to communicate more
and want; a more in-depth .understanding of things, which is fine. The
men prefer more physical, on-court
endurance workouts," Khan said.
"The men tend to express themselves more with yelling and physical contact after a win. For example,
they have harder high fives and
more physical pats on the back and

the like during competition. Women
tend to support each other better in
both win/loss situations," Khan
said.
Anson Dorrance, coach of the
University of North . Carolina's
women's soccer team, and the most
successful coach in Division I history,
believes coaches must adjust their
style to the gender of their team.
Dorrance was originally hired to
coach a male team, but switched to a
women's team in 1978.
Sports Illustrated , reporting on
Dorrance in its Nov. 22, 1998 issue,
said "he built up his women's teams
not by yelling at players and
demanding performance — as he
had done with men — but by focusing on positive reinforcement." In his
1996 _ bpok
"Training . Soccer
Champions," Dorrance wrote that
coaching women is more civilized.
"Women," he wrote, "have to feel
like they have a personal connection
with the coach, and it has to be
unique...Women want to experience
a coach's humanity."

What s a reserve read

ing? Ask a librarian.
A public announcement from Ihe Colby Libraries
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Women 's rugby scrambles against Bowdoinf o r control of the ball.
By DORI ELLOWITCH
CONTRIBUTIN G WRITER

This year marks a change for
Colby women's rugby. After winning last year 's Division III
Northeast Championship, Colby
moved up to Division II. Women's
rugby will consequently be playing;

many teams they have not faced
before.
"We've got a lot of depth in the
team right now, including a lot of
new players who are doing extremely well. Even though we moved up
to Division II this year, I think we
are going to be very competitive,"
Captain Amanda Kellar'03 said.

The Mules demonstrated this
competitiveness in their home opener Saturday, Sept. 21 against the
Bowdoin College Polar Bears, 12-0.
"Bowdoin was 5-1 in Division II
last year, so the fact that we beat
them 12-0 means we have a solid
chance at another championshi p
season," Captain Julia Steele'03 said.

O' Donnell breaks
women's soccer record

The game started rather slowly.
Control of the ball went back and
forth between the two teams. At the
end of the half the game was still
scoreless.
The Mules regrouped and came
out strong in the second half.
Katie Ryckman'05 quickly scored
a try to put Colby on the board with
5 points.
Melissa Landau '05 then kicked
successfully to get the Mules 2 extra
points, bringing the score to 7-0.
Landau later scored the final try
of the game, earning a 12-0 win for
Colby.
.
Steele said, "We really p icked up
the intensity toward the end of the
first half, and once we were really
into it, we never let down. Our communication got better and better as
the game went on, which really
made a difference."
Throughout the entire second
half, it was obvious Bowdoin was
overmatched. The Colby women's
excellent defense continually kept
the Polar Bears away from their try
zone.
Kellar said, "We lost a lot of key
players last year, and it was great to
see people step up in their absence
and even more so to see- us really
playing as team."
Women's rugby will p lay
Providence College at home
Saturday, Sept. 28.

By CHRISTINA BOTCHE S
STAFFWRITER

Women's soccer Captain Christine
O'Donnell '03 became the all-time
leading scorer in Colby College
women's soccer history after scoring
her 76th goal on Sept. 18;
O'Donnell broke the previous
record of 74 goals held by Kim
Waldron '99. The record-breaking goal
was scored off an assist from Kathryn
Austgen '05 during the Mules' game
against University of MaineFarmington.
"It felt great to break the record,"
O'Donnell said. "What made it even
better was the fact that it happened on
our home field."
The Colby women's soccer team
now has a record of 2-2 after an overtime win against the UMF Beavers and
a loss to the Trinity College Bantams
Saturday,Sept. 21.
' The Mules beat the Beavers 3-2, but
lost to the Bantams 0-5.
. The Mules' quickly claimed dominance early in the game against the
Beavers with O'Dbnnell's recordbreaking goal.
The Beavers came back and scored
a goal with 10 minutes left in tlie first
half. UMF scored again to put them
ahead of Colby, 2-1.
With 33 seconds left in the half,
Kristin Schmidt '06 scored, tying the
game.
"We totally dominated the UMF
game, but we were way too relaxed on
defense and gave them too much space
to take a couple of good shots," forward Lauren Gremelspacher '03 said.
"We played much better in the first
half, but still dominated the second."
After a short break, the game went
into overtime. With six minutes
remaining, forward Julie Brown '03

Volleyball comes back
in NESCAC weekend
By CUFF WHITE

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Tlie Colby volleyball team's record fell to 42 after a strai ght-set loss to Bates Wednesday,
Sept.18, but the Mules managed to come back
with three straight wins in the New England
Small College Athletic Conference Weekend
Sept. 20 and 21.
In front of a boisterous home crowd, Bates
swept Colby in three close sets 32-30, 30-24, 3027. With that win, Bates avenged a loss to Colby
in the finals of the State of Maine Tournament,
last year.
Coach Candice Parent said, "We have a
great rivalry with Bates. Both teams are always
very competitive. We recruit the same kids.
Bates has had tine upper hand in the past years,
but last year we had a big win against them. Ifs
rare for us to have a three-game set, usually it
goes to five."
Kimberly Prescott '04 had 24 assists and 10
defensive digs. Johanna Schroeder '04 led the
team with 9 kills; CaitHn Cleaver '06 added 6
kills and 12 assists. Captain Alyssa Henley '04
had six kills and Megan Devlin ' 06 ha d a strong
game with 13digs.
These groat.moments were not enough. Tlie
first game set the tone for the match, as the lea d
constantl y went back and forth between the
two teams. Numerous mistakes by Colby,
i nclud i ng 11 serv i ng f a ults , gave the game to
Bates.
i ¦iMimiiim

The next two games were close, as well.
Bates just had fewer errors.
The squad quickly bounced back from the
defeat and proved their strength with three
straight wins against strong competition in the
NESCAC Weekend.
"Having good size is a change for us,"
Parent said. "In the past, we've had to rely on
one or two key players who we had to get the
ball to in order, to be successful. This year it isn't
like that. Whaf s great about our team is that on
any g iven night anybody can be a star. Alyssa
Henley can be a great player. [Captain] Laurel
Burnham '03 is a great leader and the first-years
on the outsides have huge potential to be a
force."
Colby beat Williams in three sets, 30-28, 3027, 30-24; Hamilton in four, 30-23, 20-30, 30-23,
30-21; and won a thrilling game against
Middlebury in five sets, 26-30, 33-31, 30-28, 2030, 15-11. This moved Colby up to 7-2 for the
season.
Prescott set a school record of 56 assists in
tlie game against Middlebury. Henley finished
the game with 20 kills and Abbey Stella '04 had
a total of 28 kills in tine three games combined.
"Every body's gett ing better. The kids are
dedicated and skilled. They've all got pos i t ive
attitudes; they're hard-working and athletic,
We're f eisty an d we never give up on p lays,
Thaf s what sparks the team and will help us to
be successf ul ," Parent said.

By ERICA AYOTTE
SPORTS EDITOR

Colby 's new pep band will make
its first appearance Saturday, Sept.
28 at the football team's first home
game.
The band hopes their upbeat
tunes will arouse lackluster Colby
fans. Along with the Colby cheerleaders and the Mule mascot, the
pep band hopes to add more school
spirit to Colby 's athletic events.
Miranda Bertram '04, who pl ays
the trumpet, said, "I loved marching
band in high s ch ool , and was a little
disappointed that Colby didn't have
a pep band or a marching band. The
D.J. they have at games just doesn't
compare to live music."
Wind and percussion instruments .will comprise the majority of
the instrumentation.
The band's repertoire includes
songs with lively tempos and strong
beats such as "Shake, Rattle and
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J ohanna Schroeder '04 prepares to block Bates.

HACKING INTO THE SEASON

By HEATHER LERSCH
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out shot the Mules 41 to 11.
At the half, the Bantams led tl^i
game, 3-0. Trinity dominated the seer,
ond half, as well, scoring 2 more goals,?
shutting out Colby with a final score of.
5-0.
"We j ust did not play as a team, and
that really hurt us," Gremelspacher
said. "Teamwork is going to be the key
for us this season."
"We are going to have an intense
week of practice and focus on playing
90 minutes of Colby soccer,"
O'Donnell said.
This week, the Mules will prepare
to play the Middlebury College
Panthers for their second home game
Saturday,Sept. 28 at 1:30 p.m.
;
"I think our biggest objective during the next week is to work on our
confidence. We simply have to believe
in ourselves," Hicks said. "We have aft
the ingredients it takes to win, we just,
have to recognize that and understand
that we can compete with any team
that steps on the field."

UKADSRYMOUR/TIIH COMlY riCno

Roll" and "Great Balls of Fire."
The band will also feature "The
Star Spangled Banner," and plans to
add to their music selections during
the year.
The band's current plan is to play
at all home football' games during
the fall season, and possibly hockey
and basketball games during the
winter.
They have a handful of members,
but are looking for new recruits.
"Even if you hav en 't looked , at
your instrument in several yeai^
dust it off and come on over. Even if,
all you can play is the kazoo, we'll
find a * way to get you involved,"
Bertram said.
"I'm really excited about this
semester. It'd be great to have a
whol e b unch of Colby f ans help ing
us support the football team on
Saturd ay, even better if a lot more
wante d to p ick up instruments aim
join us," Bertram said.

The Colby women's tennis learn
was served a heavy lost to Tuf ts
University,9-0, Saturday, Sept. 21.
Tho Mules knew that it would be
hard to bent the Jumbos. Last year,
the mighty elep hants finished third
overall In the New Eng land Small
College Athletic competition
nnd they did not lose many
._«,
•*-«
players to graduation.
The Colby p layers , however , were not intimidated. Thoy f elt
thoy had the talent and drive to
make the Tufts players work for
every point.
"It wns n reall y tough
match
ngnins l
__^___fl,\_li_
Tuf ts ," Cnplnin
^jj rt flfflflMffl
Jenny Grace '03 dfl^KfljjMfflr
sold , "The score ^TOmB p^^
definitely wns not ^W^
a reflection of how
everyon e plnyod. Wo fought renlly
hnrd throughout the entire match,
nt ovory [level]. It wns onl y n matter
of n coup le of points nnd it coultl
hnvo definitel y gone tho other way,"
Snrnh Hugh es '05, Colby's firstseeded singles plnyor , f oug ht hnrd ,

f a st tennis and won her f i rst set
against Tuf ts sing les play er Jennifer

Cnren Harr i s '03.
j g
Althoug h both teams lost, theyj!

In the next two games , Loj b
demonstrated wh y Tuf ts f inished
third last year, She fought back in

NESCAC.

Lejb.

showed that with a few moro hours!
on the court , the Mules are definite- !
ly going to be a strong team in the !

I

"I think that the match wns very!
positive for us, regardless of what!
happened. Everyone played fl
'¦^&%l- ^0^L
mmWmW&
renll y hnrd nnd we showed 1
Iflb.
^^ ^^^ LmBP xAj p
our strength," Grn cj el
Sy^Bbw

the final sets of the match to win, 75, 6-3.

JjP
m 8l>kt"We have n
rC%

I
strong'!
M team this year with !
JH throo now freshmenfl
m nnd wc nre excited fl
,
^_____-___h__ ^ \ .v^r __j K_H_lir__
" , nboul the senson, WoH
i lost two nenioi's, but wo!
9 hnd one returning!
' junior," Grace snid, I
"Things enn onl y got bct-H
tor from horo,"
fl
great job Against (he Tufts sing les
Tlie Colby women's tonnls tcar tm
plnyer nnd foug ht renll y hnrd ," will bo competing in n regional !
Grnce snid. "Sho played the some Intercollegiate Tennis Association fl
girl Inst year nnd lost by much loss (ITA) match nt WlllinmsColIogc this !
.
, fl
thls ycnr...it wns n close finish."
Saturday, Sept, 28,
Other strong efforts woro soon
Following tho tournament , the !
from tho number ono doubles tonm Colb y womon look forwnrd to dual !
of Hughes nnd IJrl t l Pnlmedo '03 competition nt Bates College!
nnd from tho number two doubles Saturday, Oct, 2,
u71
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The Mules were confident going
into their game against Trinity College,
but they struggled, and the Bantanys

Tuffs overtakes wo men's tennis
ASSIST. SPORTS EDITOR

,','

win."

Pep band makes debut
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Woodsmen chop ferociously in prepa ration for this year 's competitions,

scored the game-winning goal off an•
assist from O'Donnell.
"It was just a matter of us deridingr
that we weren't going to l et them bea^
us," Captain Stephanie Hicks '03 said*
"I think we were pretty mad at ourselves for letting them get 2 goals in the
first half, so there was no way we
wanted to let them sneak away with a

^***Kin lilh!.ij I ur Atm ^kmr. ^mia^\ m____^m ^

^_____fl_S ^ %

tonm of Christina Plu ln '05 nnd

